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This study examines the relationship between the act ofdomestic violence and the
high rate ofblack female offenders who commit homicidal acts against their intimate
partners. Despite the fact that several studies have indicated that black women commit
intimate partner homicide at a higher rate than do white women, few studies have directly
addressed the issue ofwhy black female offenders’ IPH rate is high or the reasons for
their motives for such actions.
Historically, studies have focused on women as the primary victims ofdomestic
violence and intimate partner homicides. Very few studies have focused on women
perpetrators and none, exclusively on black female homicide offenders.
This study explores the influence of cultural socialization on black women’s
gender role identities in relation to black women’s high rate ofbecoming IPH offenders.
It also illustrates the need for culturally based information to assist domestic violence
professional and practitioners, as well as scholars, in understanding some of the motives
why black women commit IPH. The high incidence of domestic violence within black
communities calls for professionals and practitioners that are culturally competent. This
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study will assist domestic violence professionals and practitioners to better understand
and acknowledge black women’s cultural strengths and value so that they will be able to
provide their black clients with culturally appropriate counseling.
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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
This study examines the relationship between acts of domestic violence and the
high rate ofblack female offenders who commit homicidal acts against their intimate
partners. Each year, women are victims ofvarious forms of violence as a result ofwars,
internal national conflicts, and intimate partner violence. The exact number ofwomen
that encounter violence in their daily lives cannot truly be determined because many of
these incidents are not reported. Many studies have shown a high percentage ofwomen
being murdered by their male intimate partners (i.e., husbands, boyfriends, common-law
husbands, or ex-boyfriends). Black women are more commonly victims than white
women. In 2001, black female intimate partners were murdered at a rate three times
higher than that ofwhite women: 3.34 per 100,000 (black) versus 1.05 per 100,000
(white). ^
According to the Federal Bureau of Investigation’s (FBI) Supplementary Homicide
Reports (SHR) 1976-1999, approximately 30% ofhomicide victims were women.^ In
2001, intimate partner homicides (IPH) accoimted for 32% of the murders of females and
' Aimee Newth, ed., “An Analysis of 2001Homicide Data: Females Murdered by Males in Single
Victim/Single Offender Incidents, ” When Men Murder Women (Washington, D. C.: Violence Policy
Center, September 2003), 9.
^Bureau of Justice Statistics, “Homicide Trends in the United States: Intimate Homicide, 2001,"
quoted in NYS Office for the Prevention ofDomestic Violence Data Sheet, [database on-line], available




about 4% of the murders ofmales.^ Most of the studies on IPH concentrated on women
as the victims and males as the perpetrators, failing to recognize the significant number of
men that are IPH victims. A central premise explored herein is that ofblack women’s
perception of gender role identity. This serves two purposes: 1) it motivates the rejection
ofperceived negative patriarchal societal identity constructs; and (2) it provides the
opportunity for a self-definition that enables black women to aggressively and physically
defend themselves in situations of intimate partner violence, resulting in black women
becoming intimate partner homicide offenders.
Statement of the Problem
Women are seldom portrayed in the literature or research studies as the offenders
in IPH. Laws and institutions have emerged to assist in the alleviation of the high
number of female IPH victims. The issue ofwomen killing men often appears as an
afterthought. Although the number of female IPH victims usually exceeds the number of
male IPH victims, women do kill male intimate partners. Studies are emerging that
address the issue ofwomen killing intimate male partners. Several of these studies have
also indicated that black women commit IPH at higher percentages than do white
women."*
3 . .
Callie Marie Reimison, SpecialReport: Intimate Partner Violence andAge of Victim, 1993-99,
(U. S. Department of Justice, Bureau of Justice Statistics, Rev., 28 November 2001), 2.
^ Coramae R Mann, ed. When Women Kill, (Albany, New York: State University ofNew York,
1996), 82; W. E. Segall and A. V. Wilson, “Who is at Greatest Risk in Homicide? A Comparison of
Victimization Rates by Geographic Region,” in Homicide: The Victim/Offender Connection, ed. A. V.
Wilson, (Cincinnati, Ohio: Anderson Publishing Company, 1993), 352.
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Nonetheless, the prevalence of domestic violence incidents in hlack communities
has been well documented.^ Coupled with this fact is the significant number ofblack
men and women who become homicide victims and offenders.^ Although current
research addresses many of the problems surrounding the issues of IPH, few studies
directly address the issue ofwhy black females have a high incident rate of committing
IPH or their motives for such action. This may be partially based on the fact that many
studies focus on women as the primary victims of domestic violence incidents and IPH.
Another factor is related to controlling myths, which equate black women as existing in a
subculture that has a history of acts of violence. These controlling myths describe black
women as dominating matriarchs, “Sapphires” and “Mammies” who intentionally reject
patriarchal gender roles ofdomesticated passive women. One such myth, black
matriarchy, implies that the exercise ofpower by women is in contradiction to the
established patriarchal norms of female dependency.^
One of the central mechanisms used by the male-dominated societal structure to
entice women to accept a subordinate and passive gender role has been the use of
physical violence. This mechanism appears not to have been successful in the shaping of
gender role identities for many black women, since they have a high rate of committing
^
Carolyn M. West, ed. Violence in the Lives ofBlack Women: Battered, Black, andBlue (New
York: The Haworth Press, Inc., 2002), 11.
* J. A. Banks, “Developmental Perspective on Black Family Violence,” in Violence in the Black
Family: Correlates and Consequences, ed. R. L. Hampton (Lexington, MA: Lexington Books, 1987), 247-
259; R. L. Hampton, R. J. Gelles and J. W. Harrop, “Is Violence in Black Families Increasing? A
conq)arison of 1975 and 1985 National Survey Rates,” Journal ofMarriage and the Family 51, noA,
(November 1989): 969-980; L. Lockhart and B. W. White, “Understanding Marital Violence in the Black
Community,” Journal ofInterpersonal Violence 4 no. 4, (1989): 421-436.
’ Robert Staples, “The Myth ofBlack Matriarchy,” in The Black Woman Cross-Culturally, ed.
Filomina Chioma Steady (Rochester, Vermont: Schenkman Books, Inc., 1992), 341.
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IPH. The phenomenon ofhigh rates ofblack female IPH offenders bears investigation in
relation to black women’s cultural socialization influence on their gender role identities.
Significance of the Study
The study is significant for several reasons. In the United States, women
comprise a large percentage of the population and the largest percentage of IPH victims.
What is seldom acknowledged is that the number ofwomen in the United States who kill
their intimate partners often exceeds the number of female IPH offenders in other
countries. For every 100 men in U. S. who kill their intimate partners, approximately 75
women kill their intimate partners. This phenomenon appears specific to the United
States. For example, in Canada from 1968 to 1986, 812 males killed their female
intimate partners while 248 females killed their male intimate partners. In contrast, in
Chicago from 1965 to 1989, 844 males killed their female intimate partners and females
killed 862 male intimate partners.^ Another significant factor is that black women have
the highest rate ofkilling their intimate partners. For example, in Chicago from 1965 to
1989, black females killed 753 male intimate partners, while black males killed 577 black
females.What stands out in the Chicago data is that more black women kill their
intimate partners than do black males. This study puts black women at the center of the
*
Margo I. Wilson and Martin Daly, “Who Kills Whom In Spouse Killing? On the Exceptional Sex
Ratio ofSpousal Homicides in the United States.” Criminology 30, no. 2: (1994): 190 [journal on-line],




analysis and calls for an understanding of factors that created the existence of this
phenomenon.
By studying this phenomenon from the black woman’s perspective, domestie
violenee professionals and practitioners, as well as scholars, may better understand black
and otherminority female IPH victims and offenders. Sueh a study will provide
culturally based information to assist in understanding some of the reasons why black
women commit IPH. Often, black female IPH offenders are assumed to be intimate
partner violence vietims who eventually retaliated against their abuser. In other cases,
black females may have been the perpetrators of the homieide for non-victimization
motives or reasons.
The findings derived from this study will add to the literature on domestic
violence, IPH, and the blaek community. This study may change perceptions ofblack
women as vietims and/or social deviants while assisting in the development ofprevention
and intervention techniques that are guided by a clearer understanding ofwhat motivates
black women to commit IPH. Understanding some of the motives ofblack female IPH
offenders (who have discarded the victim status for the offender status) may assist in
redueing intimate partner violenee rates, thus reducing IPH rates. Furthermore, this study
may assist in debunking myths and stereotypes about domestic violence offenders and
victims while serving as a guide for publie opinion. Further, the findings may influence
the domestic violence policy decision-making processes by enabling policy makers to
make more informed decisions when drafting needed domestic violence policies and
laws.
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Since violence is usually considered a male prerogative, the unusual number of
black women committing homicide bears examining, bitimate partner homicide often
takes place within intimate family situations and is often the result of domestic violence.
Domestic violence within the intimate sphere has a history ofbeing part of the rights and
privileges ofmale dominance. Male dominance is often referred to as patriarchy,
although it is not always associated with male violence. This researcher seeks to examine
what motivates some black women to reject patriarchal conceptions of females as
dependent victims to become IPH offenders.
Hypotheses
The foregoing discussion led to the following eight hypotheses to be tested:
1. Black female homicides do not usually involve co-offenders or co-victims.
2. The physical characteristics ofblack women play a significant role in committing
homicide.
3. There are significant temporal variations (i.e., day, time, and month) in black
female homicide patterns.
4. Black females commit homicides with guns and knives to avoid possible
retaliation.
5. Domestic arguments and altercations are frequent causes ofhomicides by black
females.
6. Victims ofblack female homicides are frequently older black males.
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7. There are significant variations in injuries of victim and offender in terms of the
extent, location, and type of the injury.
8. Black female homicides occur more often in a residential setting than in a non-
residential setting.
Limitations of the Study
The primary limitations of the study are accessibility to the actual rap sheets of
black women who have been convicted of EPH and the inability to conduct interviews
with female IPH offenders. Based on the Atlanta Police Department privacy and
confidentiality regulations, the addresses of the offenders could not be released. In
addition, another limitation is receiving permission from the Atlanta Police Department
to obtain copies of their homicide incident reports and supplemental homicide reports for
the specified timeframe of 1999 to 2001. The research was further limited by lack of
information on black female IPH offenders. It must be noted that information and data
contained fi'om the Atlanta Police Department may be suspect for its accuracy, based
errors on internal documentation and input of data.
Organization ofChapters
Chapter one introduces the prevalence of intimate partner violence within in the
global community. This chapter examines the relationship between acts of domestic
violence and the high rate ofblack female offenders who commit homicidal acts against
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their intimate partners. To give a clear understanding of this phenomenon, this study
examined black female IPH offenders in the city ofAtlanta, Georgia from 1999 to 2001.
Chapter two provides a review of extant literature on domestic violence, the
prevalence of IPH, gender role identity, and black women as IPH offenders. A central
premise of this chapter is the existence ofblack women’s gender role identity perceptions
that not only support the rejection ofperceived negative patriarchal societal identity
constructs, but also serve as a self-definition that enables black women to aggressively
and to physically defend themselves in situations of intimate partner violence.
Chapter three provides the conceptual framework and methodology for the
research. This conceptual framework rejects the assumption that black women are more
likely to be the primary victims ofdomestic violence and/or IPH. This research argues
that black women are equally perpetrators and as victims of domestic violence and/or
IPH. This argument is supported by the Womanist Theory, which is based on an
egalitarian philosophical structure that requires black women to take an equal role in the
survival of the black family, the black race, and themselves. The methodology includes a
descriptive analysis ofhomicide data at two levels: (a) the analysis of499 homicides that
occurred in the city ofAtlanta during 1999 to 2001 and (b) Supplemental Homicide
Reports for the respective years.
Chapter four examines the historical and contemporary context of the intersection
of gender, racial/ethnicity, and class oppressions on black women’s self-defined gender
role identity. This is accomplished by exploring the racial, sexual, demographic, and
social context of IPH profiles, as well as the situational and cultural contexts that
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influence black women’s propensity to commit IPH. To understand the prevalence of
black female homicide offenders, it is necessary to review an environment where,
historically, violence against intimate partners, primarily females, was viewed as normal.
Chapter five focuses exclusively on black female homicide offenders in the city of
Atlanta. The study data on pertinent homicide cases were extracted with the assistance of
the Atlanta Police Department from two sources: first, the monthly compilations of
supplemental homicide reports (SHR); and second, the individual homicide arrest reports
(HAR) for the years of 1999, 2000, and 2001. Finally, chapter six provides the
conclusions for the research.
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Definition ofTerms
1. Cultural socialization refers to the process of learning the customs, attitudes, and
values of a social group, community, or culture.
2. Domestic violence will be used interchangeably with intimate partner abuse and
battery, and refers to physical, emotional, sexual, and psychological abuse performed
by one person against an intimate partner (legal spouse, ex-spouse, common law
spouse, boyfriend/girlfiiend).
3. Egalitarian gender role concepts refer to the ability ofmen and women to share
equally in power, social, and intimate relationships.
4. Gender is a scheme for social categorization of individuals. It is subjectively
determined by the cultural and social context of appropriate gender behavior and
identity. Gender is the behavioral, cultural, or psychological traits typically
associated to a biological sex category.''
5. Gender role identities are attitudes, behaviors, opinions, and beliefs that are
socially/culturally determined and linked to biological sex. These roles and norms
are diverse and dynamic, varying between cultures/societies.
6. Gender roles are the categories that a society uses to organize social relationships,
12such as age, race/ethnicity, class, and intimate interaction.
” Loretta A. Kane, “Viewpoint: Sex Versus Gender,” National NOW Times (Fall 2001) [database
on-line]; available from http://www.now.org/nnt/fall-2001/viewpoint.html: Internet; accessed 4 June 2003,
p. 1 of 2.
Appendix I. “Gender Analysis: Key Concepts and Issues,” [database on-line]; available from
http://www.ssdairv.org/Additional Res/Aesh/Appe.htm: Internet; accessed 11 November 2002, p. 1 of 3.
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7. Intimate partner homicide (IPH) offender refers to the intimate partner who commits
murder while engaged in the act ofdomestic violence.
8. Intimate partner violence perpetrator refers to the person who initiates violent
behavior during or following the termination of an intimate or romantic relationship
(legal spouse, common law spouse, boyfriend/ girlfriend, ex-spouse) and initiates acts
ofviolence toward the other person.
9. Intimate partner violence victim is the person involved in or who has been involved in
an intimate or romantic relationship ((legal spouse, common law spouse,
boyfriend/girlfriend, ex-spouse) who has suffered abuse by his/her intimate partner.
10. Matriarchal gender roles refer to behavior and identity that defines female/feminine
roles as superior/dominant and male/masculine roles as inferior.
11. Patriarchal gender roles refer to behavior and identity that defines male/masculine
roles as superior/dominant and female/feminine roles as subordinate/inferior.
12. Sex is defined as “either of the two major forms of individual species, that occur in
many species and that are distinguished male and female, respectively.”^^
13. Sex role identities are beliefs that an individual has about the ways that family and
work roles do and should differ based on biology.
14. Victim precipitated homicide refers to the victim’s participation in or provocation of
the individual who commits the homicide.*"^
Kane, Viewpoint, 1.
Mann, When Women Kill, 42.
CHAPTER n
LITERATURE REVIEW
The purpose of this literature review is to examine appropriate research focusing
on domestic violence, gender role identity, the prevalence of intimate partner homicide
(IPH), and black women IPH offenders. A central premise herein is the existence of
black women’s gender role identity conceptions that not onlymotivate the rejection of
patriarchal societal identity constructs, but also serves as a self-definition that enables
black women to aggressively and physically defend themselves in situations of intimate
partner violence. The ability to carry out self-defense in violent situations is
demonstrated by the relatively high percentage ofblack women that are IPH offenders.
Although the number ofblack women engaged in IPH has decreased over the time period
from 1990 to 2001, black women’s IPH percentage remains significantly high in
comparison to other racial groupings.'
Black women’s development of a self-defined gender role identity is one of the
mechanisms they have used to combat various forms of oppression. This mechanism may
have enabled them to develop the ability to accept and/or reject specific tenets of
patriarchal constructs ofwomanhood, especially the concept of the “helpless victim.”
This literature review first examines domestic violence, women murderers, and
intimate partner violence. It then traces the development ofblack women’s self-defined
' Derek J. Paulsen and Victoria E. Brewer, “The Spousal SROK Revisited: A Comparison of
Chicago and Houston Intimate Partner Homicide Ratio,” Gender Issues 18: 88-100, Winter 2000 [journal
on-line]; available from http://proquest.umi.com/pqdweb.: Internet; accessed 23 June 2003.
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gender role identity, which this study purports enable black women to commit IPH,
through a historical perspective on race and gender within the ideologies ofpatriarchy,
control/power, gender identity, and black women as IPH offenders.
Domestic Violence
Domestic violence is not race, class, gender, or age specific. It affects every race,
age, and socioeconomic class. Domestic violence occurs in many forms. Regardless of
the terms used, fi-om spousal abuse to woman beating, wife battering is endemic in many
patriarchal cultures. For example, in Kuwait and other countries, husbands have the right
to beat their wives for perceived disloyalty and ill conduct.^ In some parts of India,
women whose families are unable to pay bride dowries have been harassed, beaten, and
-j
tortured. Examples of economically motivated violence against Indian women are seen
in numerous press reports about widespread use ofwife-beating as a means of extracting
more money from the wife’s parents. In its most extreme form, this type ofmarital
violence gives rise to what newspapers describe as “dowry murders,” where wives are
burned alive by their husband’s families.
In many of these cases, the husband’s family is reported to have been
systematically abusing the wife in order to extract larger payments from her family. The
husband’s family finally resorts to murder when the wife’s family is unable to keep up
with the increasing demands. Thus, “dowry” murders do not refer directly to marriage-
^ Robin Morgan, ed., Sisterhood Is Global: The International Women’s Movement Anthology
(Garden City, New York: Anchor Books), 411.
^ Ibid., 296-297.
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related payments made at the time of the wedding, but to additional money demanded
after the marriage by the groom’s family.^ Many of these cases ofwife beating/abuse
have resulted in the deaths of the women. According a study by Malini Karkal,
approximate 25% of deaths ofwomen between the ages of 15 and 30 in the city of
Bombay, India can be attributed to dowry-related murders—the single highest cause of
mortality in that age group.^
Although domestic violence has been around for generations, it has usually been
viewed as an invisible, non-crime because of its existence in the private sphere. Violence
against women went virtually unchallenged until the 1970s, when women globally began
to speak out. In 1976, women from 40 countries participated in the First International
Tribunal on Crimes AgainstWomen in Brussels and voiced their concerns about violence
perpetrated against women.^ It was also during the 1970s that discourse on domestic
violence emerged in the United States, along with the second wave of the women’s
movement.
The discourse that emerged was frequently grounded within feminist, family
violence, cultural, and crime control paradigms. Emerging feminist discourse posits that
people exist in social contexts that are created by the intersecting ofpower (e.g., race,
class, gender, and sexual orientation) and oppression (prejudice, class stratification,
4
Francis Bloch and Vijayendra Rao, “Terror as a Bargaining Instrument: A Case-Study ofDowry
Violence in Rural India,” American Economic Review 92, no. 4 (September 2002): 5.
^ Malini Karkal, "Health ofMother and Child Survival," in Dynamics ofPopulation and Family
Welfare, ed. S. Mukeiji (Bombay, India: Himalaya Publishing House, 1985), quoted in Francis Bloch and
Vijayendra Rao, “Terror as a Bargaining Instrument: A Case-Study ofDowry Violence in Rural India,”
American Economic Review 92, no. 4 (September 2002): 3.
® UNICEF, “Domestic Violence Against Women and Girls Report,” Innocenti Digest, no. 6 (June
2000): 6.
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gender inequality, and heterosexist bias)7 What began as the questioning of the unequal
relationships between men and women evolved into a quest to understand the methods
used to perpetuate these imequal gender relationships. Violence is viewed as only one
form of oppression and social control.
Within this social context, men and women are socialized according to the
ideology ofpatriarchy, which supports the concept ofmale supremacy over women.
According to these theorists, men and women are socialized to perform dominant-
submissive gender roles that also endorse violence as a mechanism to establish and
maintain male control. The male dominance approach posits that men have the right to
use coercion or physical violence to ensure control over women. Consequently, men and
women are socialized to perform gender roles ofmasculinity and femininity that have
been incorporated into a culture by its philosophy, science, social, and psychological
theories, morality, and law. This socialization also dictates how individuals learn to
behave violently through direct experience of and exposure toviolnc.*
Radical feminist theory suggests that men’s violence is a direct result of the
patriarchal tenet of some cultures. Men are said to be violent toward women as a result
of shared beliefs about their superiority over women and their innate right to domination.^
Guided by sex role stereotypes and cultural traditions, some men have accepted the
’ Ann Ferguson, “Moral Responsibility and Social Change: A New Theory of Self,” Hypatia 13,
no. 1 (Summer 1997): 3 [journal on-line.]; available from http://proQuest.umi.com/Dadweb.: Internet;
accessed 11 December 2002: p. 2 of 15.
*Ibid.
^Kathleen MacKiimon, Feminism Unmodified, (Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 1987), 3,
quoted in Amy Allen, “Rethinking Power,” Hypatia 13 no. 1 (1998): 3; [joiunal on-line]; available from
http://proquest.umi.com/pqdweb?: Internet, accessed 22 November 2002: p. 5 of 23.
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devaluation ofwomen as the normal reality of their societal structures. Patriarchal
constructs ofmany societies have placed economic power in the hands ofmen by
confiningmost women to the non-economic, dependent, private home arena.
Studies by Ross MacMillan Rosemary Gartner and NicolaWagner argue that
domestic violence flourishes under a system where male privilege and female economic
dependence serve as tools to reinforce women’s subordinate role within the patriarchal
society. Women’s subjugation is further ensured by their economic dependence on male
spouses for their existence. This economic approach assumes that all women are, or
should be, financially dependent on men.*'
A flaw in this approach is that it intentionally or unintentionally concentrates on
the plight ofminority women, especially black women, by asserting that their lower
economic condition causes them to be more at risk for domestic violence. Susan L.
Miller indicates that higher socioeconomic status women are less victimized by domestic
violence. She asserts that minorities and poor women’s domestic violence experiences
are always in the public view. Middle class women are often able to keep their domestic
violence situation from public view. Therefore, it appears that minority women suffer the
most from violent intimate partner conflicts. Findings from Miller’s study reveal that
minority women are often over represented in the lower economic group, and this fact
Ross MacMillan and Rosemary Gartner, “When She Brings Home the Bacon: Labor Force
Participation and the Risk ofSpousal Violence AgainstWomen,” Journal ofMarriage and Family 61 no.
4: 947-58, November 1999 [journal on-line]; available from http://proauest.umi.com/t)Qdweb?: Internet,
accessed 16 November 2002: p. 2 of 13; Nicole Wagner, “Sexual Violence Against Women: A Key
Element of Institutionalized Patriarchy,” SAFERE: Southern African Feminist Review 3 no. 2: 59, 1999
[journal on-line.]; available from http://Droquest.umi.com/t)qdweb?: Internet; accessed 22 November 2002:
p. 1 of 7
*' MacMillan and Gartner, “Brings Home The Bacon,” p. 2 of 13; Amina Mama, “Violence
Against Black Women: Gender, Race and State Response,” Feminist Review (Summer 1989): 30-48.
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adds to the perceptions of their increased likelihood of existing in families where
violence is prevalent.*^
However, arguments supporting the linkage between male economic status,
gender role identities, and domestic violence are well established.*^ Noel A. Cazenave
and Margaret A. Zahn argue that socioeconomic status plays a central role in shaping
gender identities and gender relations within family structures. This perspective also
provides vital information about women’s risk ofbecoming domestic violence victims.
This social-psychological interaction perspective serves to confine many women to an
economic sphere that makes them dependent on males as the perceived economic
providers. This approach, which links male domination to female domestic homicides,
identifies domestic violence as a symptom of a dysfunctional relationship.*'* This study
suggests that it is the patriarchal construction of the family that defines the male’s
economic responsibility as primary provider for the family and places women at greater
risk becoming victims ofdomestic violence and/or intimate partner homicide. Lower
socioeconomic status men may be more violent toward women as an alternative method
of demonstrating male superiority based on their inability to be primary economic
providers.
Susan L. Miller, “Arrest Policies for Domestic Violence and Their Implications for Battered
Women, in It’s a Crime: Women and Justice, ed. Roslyn Muraskin and Ted Alleman (Englewood Cliffs,
NJ: Regents-Prentice Hall, 1994), 295-297.
MacMillan and Gartner, “Brings Home The Bacon,” p. 2-3 of 13.
Noel A Cazenave and Margaret A. Zahn, “Women, Murder, and Male Domination: Police
Reports ofDomestic Violence in Chicago and Philadelphia,” in Intimate Violence ed. Emilio Viano,
(Washington, D. C.: Hemisphere, 1979), 83-84.
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In a similar study, MacMillan and Gartner utilize the economie dependence and
family systems approach in their analysis of the relationship between women’s labor
force participation and their risk of spousal violenee, treating employment as a symbolie
resouree and not just a soeioeconomie resource.'^ Findings from this study suggest that
women’s labor force participation has put them in situations that are in contradiction to
established patriarchal masculine gender norms. Many black women are in contradietion
beeause they have historieally been members ofAmerica’s labor force. This access to
money has often caused blaek women to share or assume total responsibility for the
economie provisions of their families. This contradiction often places black women at
greater risk ofbeeoming victims of domestic abuse because it appears that they are
assuming male patriarchal privileges. To regain this perceived lost patriarehal privilege,
some males will resort to physical violence.
When women were found to be the primary economie providers in lower
socioeconomic units, incidents of domestic violence increased. Aceording to some
seholars, lower soeioeconomie status men have been known to use intimidation and
violence against their employed female intimate partners to regain patriarchal male status
that is lost in the public sphere. Likewise, violence is perpetrated against women who are
economieally dependent on males. This could mean that economic dependence is not the
primary cause of violence between black men and women.
In a critique of the evolution of theories that focus on poor women, minorities,
and domestic violence, Ferraro argues that much of the research has resulted in
exclusionary outcomes and perversion of their original intentions. Theories and polieies
MacMillan and Gartner, “Brings Home the Bacon,” p. 10 of 13.
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that were designed to assist in protecting women from becoming victims ofdomestic
violence actually resulted in some women becoming more victimized.’^ Domestic
violence policies and laws that were originally designed to protect women now place
many of them in jail. Ferarro argues that current domestic violence theories that proclaim
that all women share the same oppressions are usually designed for middle class white
women. This often results in exclusionary prevention and intervention programs that
17
place many black andminority women at further risk ofbecoming EPH victims.
For example, a central flaw of the economic approaches is that they typically
address the issues of non-white women and poor women’s abuse in one of three ways: (a)
failure to mention the race of the women studied; (b) acknowledgement that only
majority women are included; or (c) including women of other non-majority groups that
are not representative of their percentage in the national population.’^
However, regardless of socialization, race, or economic approaches that define
women as victims, there are some women that instigate domestic violence and commit
IPH and murder. Although women as violent homicide perpetrators are seldom talked
about, when it is discussed the female perpetrators are defined as having some
psychological/mental abnormalities. Yet, women do have a history of committing
murder and not always in defense against domestic violence. As stated previously,
repeated incidents of intimate partner violence may eventually lead to IPH.
** Kathleen Ferraro, “The Dance ofDependency,” Hypatia 11, no. 4: 77, 1996 [journal on-line.];
available from http://proquest.uini.com/pqdweb?: Internet; accessed 17 April 2003.
'^Ibid.
Zanita Fenton, “Domestic Violence in Black and White: Racialized Gender Stereotypes in
Gender Violence,” Columbia Journal ofGender and Law 8, no.l, October 2002 [database on-line];
available from http://proquest.umi.com./pqdweb?: Internet; accessed 22 November 2002, p. 7 of 77.
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Women and Murder
Women have a history of committing murder and not always in defense against
domestic violence. Contrary to popular belief, most female murderers are quite sane.'^
Women and violent murders are rarely studied, because such behavior is viewed as
seldom occurring. Often, when female perpetrators are discussed, they are seen as
suffering from some psychological abnormalities. In a study on female serial killers,
Terry Maimers provides a review of female serial killers’ motives that dispels the belief
that female killers suffer from psychological abnormalities.
This analysis of the motives of female serial killers reveals that in many of the
cases, female serial killers appear to have developed an addiction to murder and their
motives range from a quest for power to being pleasure-seekers to in search of financial
gain. This pattern showed that 97% of female serial killers were white women who used
patriarchal gender role identities of caregivers, submissive and dependent women to
assist in committing serial murders.
Similarly, Michael Kelleher and C. L. Kelleher’s research on female serial killers
reveals that the motives and methods of female serial homicide perpetrators were more
impredictable than those ofmale serial killers. Although the majority ofmale serial
killers’ motives are obvious, female serial killers motives are more diverse and
sometimes quite subtle. The authors concluded that the cultural predisposition of
women’s socially prescribed subordinate sex roles resulted in their criminal activities
’’
Terry Maimers, Deadlier than the Male: Stories ofFemale Serial Killers (London: Pan Books,
1995), 3-8.
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being dismissed.^* Hence, this study demonstrates that some women utilized or rejected
sex role designations that described them as weak or defenseless or as caregivers, thereby
enabling them to kill.
These illustrations of the rejection ofpatriarchal sex role constructs revealed that
most female serial killers resorted to violence and murder to obtain financial gain or to
extract revenge against males. Other factors revealed by the study indicated that female
serial killers rarely committed sexual homicides, they were often more successful at
evading capture longer than males, and that Western patriarchal cultural bias often denied
their existence. Yet, female serial killers are not the primary offenders in the murder of
men.
Intimate Partner Homicides
According to Carolyn Block and Antigone Christakos, violence committed by an
intimate partner accounted for a large proportion of all murders that occur in this country.
By focusing on the race and gender ofdomestic homicide victims and offenders, they
also noted that black women comprised a high percentage of IPH victims and offenders.^^
Unfortunately, the findings of these studies tell little about the events and
circumstances that led to the death of an intimate partner. However, other studies do
clearly indicate that many women killed their spouses as a result of intimate partner
Michael D. Kelleher and C. L. Kelleher, MurderMost Rare: The Female Serial Killer (New
York: Dell Book, 1998), xi -xvi.
“ Ibid.
Carolyn Rebecca Block and Antigone Christakos, “Intimate Partner Homicide in Chicago Over
29 Years," Crime andDelinquency 41, no.4: 496-526, October 1995 [journal on-line]; available from
http://proquest.umi/pqdWeb?; Internet; accessed 11 November 2002.
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violence and that their motives were often ignited by circumstances ofpersonal or family
defense.^'^
Nancy J. Hirschmann asserts that liberty, freedom of choice, and domestic
violence issues are constant parts ofmany women’s daily lives. She questions whether,
and under what scenarios an abused wife is considered to be free. Providing a different
perspective on the concepts, she reveals that what is often conceived to be freedom is
not. Although it appears that many battered women are free to leave domestic violence
situations, they are not in fact free to leave. They often have no place to go or are
financially unable to relocate, or they are often afraid ofbecoming an IPH offender as a
last alternative. This approach posits that there needs to be a clearer understanding of the
relationship ofwomen's actual experiences to existing notions of liberty. This will enable
a new understanding of the assumptions of liberty that can accommodate domestic
violence experiences.
Recent studies on IPH indicate that incidents of domestic violence and IPH are
decreasing in the United States. Richard Rosenfeld argues that the reasons for the recent
decline in IPH are poorly understood.^^ He bases his argument on the fact that black
women and minority women are unwilling to utilize domestic violence programs because
^ Cazenave and Zahn, “Murder and Male Domination,” 84.
Nancy J. Hirschmann, “Domestic Violence and the TheoreticalDiscourse ofFreedom,”
(Frontiers Editorial Collective, 1996); [database on-line]; available from
http://www.sistahspace.com/nommo/viol.html: Internet; accessed 21 November 2002: p. 8 of 24.
“ibid., 18-20.
Richard Rosenfeld, “Research in Domestic Violence: Explaining the Decline in Intimate
Parmer Homicide,” HERSTORY: Gender Studies 17, no. 2, 31 March 2000 [database online]; available
from http://proauest.umi.com./padweb?: Internet; accessed 16 November 2002: p. 4 of 5.
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ofperceived discrimination and the cultural perspective that one does not put her
business in “the street”; home life is private. Frequently, when these women report
domestic violence to the police, their problems increase. Black orminority women that
report incidents ofdomestic violence have also been arrested as domestic violence
offenders. Reporting spousal violence is viewed as just another tactic to discriminate
against the economically oppressed and minorities.^*
Because of their financial limitations, low-income black women are seldom able
to relocate while their abuser is locked up. Reporting domestic abuse only causes some
women more financial and emotional problems. Hence, these women have to come up
with money to help get the abuser and themselves out ofjail, since the abuser is either the
total or partial financial provider for the family. Rosenfeld describes these factors as
some of the motives and reasons why abused women may stay in intimate relationships
that may eventually lead to the death of the abusers or the death of the victims. Being
unable to or refusing to rely on programs and agencies designed to assist them may result
in some women becoming IPH offenders as a last alternative.
Patriarchy/Male Dominance
Feminist scholars began using the term “patriarchy” during the 1970s to define
the key concept ofmale domination and female subordination. Some scholars have
defined patriarchy as the foundation of societal conflict that exist between the genders^^
Cazenave and Zahn, “Murder and Male Domination,” 84-85.
Zellar Eisentein, ed., “Developing a Theory of Capitalist Patriarchy and Socialist Feminism,” in
Capitalist Patriarchy and the Casefor Socialist Feminism (New York: Monthly Preview Press, 1988), 20.
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and races.^° The factors that contribute to this societal conflict are economic, gender, and
emotional oppression and subordination. James Beard argues that the intersection of the
common threads in patriarchy can be used to trace the ideologies of racism and sexism as
systems of thought that have arisen out of capitalism. Thus, the concepts ofpatriarchy
justify the exploitation of large groups ofpeople as laborers and legitimize the
subsequent exclusion of these people from access to the means ofproduction. The
division that exists between and within disenfranchised groups illustrates this.^'
Accordingly, patriarchy is often viewed as a characterization of a system of social
relations and/or the systemic exercise ofmale power through a hierarchal structure of
dominance and subordination supported by a division of race and gender.
Gerda Lemer asserts the tenets ofpatriarchy as the manifestation and
institutionalization ofmale domination ofwomen and family. That is, men possess the
primary power and control all institutions in a society based on their maleness. Although
Lemer attributes the tenets ofpatriarchy to the historic foundations ofwestern
civilization, she does not view women as powerless or deprived of their rights, influence,
or resources.^^ Zillah Eisenstein argues that patriarchy is the process ofdifferentiating
Andree Nicola McLaughlin, “BlackWomen, Identity, and the Quest for Humanhood and
Wholeness: WildWomen in the Whirlwind,” in Wild Women in the Whirlwind: Afra-American Culture
and the Contemporary Literary Renaissance, ed. Joanne M. Braxton (New Bmnswick, N.J.: Rutgers
University Press, 1990), 151.
James Beard, “Perspectives on Intersectionality: Race, Gender and Class in Interaction,”
SAFERE: Southern African FeministReview 3 no. 2: 59, 1999 [database on-line]; available from
http://proquest.umi.com./pQdweb?: Internet; accessed 16 November 2002: p. 5 of 14.
Gerda Lemer, Creation ofPatriarchy. (New York: Oxford University Press, 1993), 239.
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women from men while privileging men.^^ This is similar to Beard’s definition of
patriarchy as the ideological, societal tool that is used to justify the exploitation and
subordination of large groups ofpeople or an individual to gain personal power and
control.^'* Yet, the hierarchal dualism ofpatriarchy that assigns individuals to superior
and inferior societal positions based on class, race, and gender, also prevents some men
from fully utilizing all of the tenets of this ideology.^^
Religion also serves as a mechanism to ensure that most family structures
embrace patriarchal/male dominant social customs and life patterns. The popular
religious assumptions ofmales as the primary economic providers and protectors are so
deeply ingrained within many societal structures that feelings and values concerning
men’s privileges are often regarded as natural tendencies or even human instinct.
Heidi Hartmann posits that patriarchy is a set of social relations between men,
which has amaterial base and which, though its hierarchal structure establishes or creates
interdependence and solidarity among men, enables men to dominate women. Although
men of different classes, races, or ethnic groups have different places in a society’s
‘5'7
patriarchal structure, men are united in a shared relationship ofdominance over women.
Eisentein, “Developing a Theory,” 20.
Beard, Perspectives on Intersectionality, p. 5-7 of 14 .
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Mudimbe-Boyi, Jean F O’Barr and Mary Wyer (Chicago and London: University ofChicago Press, 1990),
265-296.
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Thus, black men enjoy certain benefits ofmale privileges/domination under this
Jtructure. It is in the private (home) arena, based on tenets ofpatriarchy, that all men
regardless of race) were promised the ability to partially utilize some of the promised
jatriarchal benefits. This partial benefit was the guarantee of supremacy to rule over
lome, women, and family. The home or private sphere is the arena where males could
iemonstrate the components ofpatriarchy that prescribe social interaction through
jrescribed gender and sex roles.^*
In the home arena, the social interaction between genders is demonstrated through
jatriarchal defined dominant (male) and subordinate (female) sex roles. While males
vere defining what it took to achieve and maintain the status ofmanhood, they also
iefined womanhood. Under patriarchy, gender and sex roles define women as
listorically dependent on men. Thus, patriarchy serves as an effective mechanism to
naintain a hierarchy constructed worldview ofpower and control, based on male
iomination and women’s subordination. According to Carmen Braun Williams, the
societal structure in the United States continues to support an ideological structure that
grants patriarchal domination over individuals and groups to a select few based on gender
TO
md racial sex role stereotyping in order to maintain the status quo.
Eisenstein, “Developing a Theory,” 20.
Carmen BraunWilliams, “The Psychology ofWomen,” in Women’s Studies: Thinking Women,
ev. Jodi Wetzel, et al. (Dubuque, Iowa: Kendall/Hunt Publishing Company, 1993), 28.
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Gender Roles Under Patriarchy
Many theories on women see them as victims of oppression.'*® In many societies,
the social construction ofmasculinity and femininity is one of inequality. The social
construction determines each gender position/status within a hierarchal society; thus men
are seen as masculine/dominant (powerful), and women are viewed as feminine/
dependent (powerless). Each culture’s social construct of gender/sex roles determines the
specific gender behavior within that society. Also, the conception of these prescribed
gender roles are said to have their foimdation within biology.
Some scholars, like Joan Bamberger, reject the concept that women constitute a
class. According to Bamberger, while women are in a situation analogous to that of
exploited classes; i.e., dependent upon structmes that oppose their own interest and
compelled to act against themselves, she suggests that this existence is one of “patrilineal
paradox.”^* She defines patrilineal paradox as the function ofpatriarchy that denies black
women the full status and privileges ofwomanhood, yet requires them to achieve the
tenets ofpatriarchal womanhood. Bamberger asserts that women’s dependent and
subordinate behaviors are rapidly altering in the constantly changing context of
contemporarymaterialistic possibilities, and that women’s response to these new
circumstances is more important in determining behavior than are ancient ideologies.'*^
Alison Jagger, Feminist Politics andHuman Nature (Brighton, Sussex: The Harvester Press
Limited, 1983; reprint, Totowa, New Jersey: Rowman and Littlefield, Inc., 1988), 116.
Joan Bamberger, “The Myth ofMatriarchy: Why Men Rule in Primitive Society,” in Women^





The patrilineal paradox serves to reemphasize the importance of controlling
economic resources as a vital component ofpatriarchy that defines manhood. Within this
patrilineal paradox, the precepts of the domination theory classify women as powerless
(femininity), while men are viewed as powerful (masculinity).'*^ The acceptance of
patriarchal constructs ensured that all women and non-whites were socialized to
perpetuate a system that granted white men special power and privileges over others by
reducing all others to second-class citizenship.
Stephanie A. Goodwin’s study questions the interplay that exists between
interpersonal hierarchy and the psychological processes that maintain the status quo of
male dominance.'*'* The model deseribes how power and dominance canmotivate
stereotyping at the interpersonal level by solidifying group level hierarchy and
reinforcing perceived stereotypes ofmembers of the subordinate group.'*^ Black women
are defined as subordinate to men based on their race. Thus, black men will seek to
dominate black women because they are members of the subordinate gender. Adherence
to stereotypical gender role conceptions might also serve to increase the chance of
conflict that exists between groups that should be working together in their attempts to
dispel negative stereotypical group concepts.
Stephanie A.Goodwin, “Situational Power and Interpersonal Dominance Facilitate Bias and
Inequality,” The Journal ofSocial Issues 54, noAe: 677-698, 1998 [journal on-line.]; available from





Some feminists argue that men’s status has been defined as dominant and superior
to women’s status for centuries.'*^ It was during the Age ofEnlightenment and the advent
of scientific reasoning that European (white) men justified their superior position to all
other humans. They declared that white men were the only racial gender that had the
capacity to reason. Along with the ability to reason, they also granted themselves the
right to make decisions for the inferior gender and races.
The patriarchal ideology that guides American society has historically defined the
roles to which each individual within its domain should subscribe. It has defined
"manhood" in terms of its own interests and "femininity" likewise."^^ The emergence and
acceptance of liberalism served as a catalyst for the justification ofcapitalism and the
spread of oppression based on race and gender. As white men became more entrenched
in their liberal economic system, they solidified their economic and social positions. To
accomplish this, it was necessary to relegate all other members of society to lesser
economic and social positions. The rule of the father ormale domination was viewed as
placing ofmember of the inferior gender and/or race under the care of the natural
“patriarch,” white males."^*
Williams suggests that one method used byWestern patriarchal societal structure
was designating who were to be the possessors ofmanhood and womanhood. Based on
Caroline Ramazanoglu, Feminism and the Contradiction ofOppression (London and New
York: Routledge, 1989), 33.
Carmen BraunWilliams, “Psychology ofWomen,” 28-29.
Ibid., 28.
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perceived gender inferiority, (white) women were relegated to subordinate positions in
society, while racial inferiority assigned black men to an inferior status. Black women,
because of race and gender, were viewed as totally inferior beings. Under patriarchy, sex
and gender roles are defined in terms of social power relations. Although possessing
membership in the dominant gender or race does not guarantee that all white males will
naturally possess all of the traits and privileges ofmanhood, it did grant men the right to
dominate women.^® Nonetheless, class status denied some men—those unable to
compete in the economic sphere—^the full privileges and benefits ofpatriarchy.
Black Male Gender Roles
Although men, because of their gender, are entitled to fit within the patriarchal
definition ofmanhood, the primary patriarchal agency was the ability to provide and
control the economic resources. Another factor that influences the definition ofmanhood
is race. The use of the patriarchal construction of race ensures that the possession of the
status ofmanhood remains problematic formany black men. Racial oppression has lead
to thwarting black men’s efforts to gain control over their economic resources in the
public sphere. Consequently, it also influences their attainment ofmanhood status.
Unable to secure the entire patriarchal construct ofmanhood, black men historically have
been on a quest to prove that they have obtained the status ofmanhood. The ultimate
agency ofmanhood status was adherence to all the tenets ofpatriarchy. Failure to
address tenets ofpatriarchy meant the loss ofpower over production of labor and
economic dependency.
Heidi Hartmann, “Unhappy Marriage ofMarxism,” 14-15.
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Marlon Ross argues that the dominant culture’s perception ofblack men’s
masculinity is a manifestation of their historic representation, which is intertwined within
the confusing paradoxes ofpatriarchy. Accordingly, only a few black men are able to
achieve the status of (white) manhood. Examples ofblack men who have obtained
manhood status are usually sports figures or actors.^® Contemporary gender perceptions
ofblack men conceives them as emblems ofnational decline, failure, deprivation,
endangerment, extinction, bad fathering, suicide, black-on-black homicide, and racial
genocide.^' While recognizing that there will constantly be debates over black men’s
masculinity, black men are not totally denied access to the patriarchal concept ofmale
domination.
On the contrary, black men’s gender role positioning and the attached sex role
identity grants them the privilege ofmale domination over females. Formany black men,
the only place that assured male domination was within the family structure, especially
since dominance is linked to economics. Frequently black men’s dominance within the
family structure was problematic, since racial oppression often ensured that they did not
acquire the economic resources that made them the patriarchal head of the family.
However, the patriarchal construct ofmale domination socializes most women, regardless
of race, to accept men as head of family regardless of the men’s ability to provide
adequate economic resources.
Marlon Ross, “In Search ofBlack Men’s Masculinity,” Feminist Studies, Fall 1998 [database
on-line]; available from http://www.findarticles.com: Internet; accessed on 17 November 2003.
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This acceptance ofmen as the nominal head of their families is based on
socialization processes that label any female who assumes masculine roles as being in
violation of established social behavior norms for their sex and that subject them to
sanctions imposed on deviants. Patriarchy ensured that all men, whether or not they
actually became the financial head of their households, would receive social recognition
as the head ofhousehold.
White Women’s Gender Roles
As white men occupied higher positions within the American society, they also
sought to define and shape the gender roles and societal position of all women. The
mechanism that they used to assign women gender roles within the patriarchal structure
was a more rigorous notion of female inferiority.^^ These patriarchal gender roles
defined the necessity ofwomen adhering to notions ofdomesticity, submissiveness,
piety, and purity in order to gain true womanhood. This subordinate status confined
women to the home and subjected them to male domination and dependency, compelling
them to accept their inferior status.
As a consequence, both women and men were socialized to uphold the status quo
in order to perpetuate a system that grants white men entitlement to special privileges and
power over others and that reduces all women to second-class citizenship.^^ Tactically,
certain characteristics are labeled “feminine” and others “masculine,” and they are not
seen as interchangeable. Masculine traits of autonomy, self-determination, and
Angela Davis, Women, Race and Class (New York: Random House. 1981), 32.
Williams, Psychology ofWomen, 28.
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rationality are deemed as solely the domain ofmen, while characteristics of emotional,
nurturing, and weakness are attributes of femininity.
Accepting the tenets ofpatriarchal womanhood provided rewards for the middle
class white woman, although her life was limited by sex role definition and economic
dependency. For lower class white women, there was always the ambition to obtain true
womanhood status. According to the tenets ofpatriarchy, women were totally dependent
on white males. Yet, for some women, the adherence to patriarchal gender roles and
identity was not an option, because historically they had refused to conform to patriarchal
notions ofwomanhood.^^
Black Women’s Gender Roles
Unlike white women, black women have historically been seen as possessing few of
the qualities of ‘true’ womanhood. In 1958, the Moynihan study continued to assert this
perception by proclaiming that the failure ofblack women to conform to patriarchal-
constructed female gender roles resulted in the destruction of the black family and the
emasculation of the black male.^® For example, emasculating matriarchal black females
were the cause of the myriad ofpathologies that attacked black communities.
Pathologies that ranged from increased black-on-black crimes, to large unemployment
rates, to increasing rates ofunwed mothers, to rampart drug abuse.
Ibid.
” Ibid., 29.
Daniel P. Moynihan, “The Negro Family: The Case for National Action,” quoted in Black
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Black women’s failure to accept the submissive and subordinate gender role
identity of dependent females has historically prevented them from being considered true
women. The only salvation from these pathologies was to get black women to accept the
submissive subordinate female roles and for black men to regain control of their families.
There is historical evidence of the inability and unwillingness ofblack women within the
American societal structure to conform to the patriarchal gender role constructs of
mothers and spouses.
For many black women, the acceptance of this socially defined gender role
would be detrimental to their survival. Gerda Lemer argues that black women have
always been more conscious of their oppression than white women. Their ability to
define their own lives and gender roles was a resistance action historically used by black
women such as Harriet Tubman, Maria Stewart, and Ida B. Wells. In relation to the
historical ability ofblack women to define their own womanhood status. Sojourner
Truth’s famous “Ain’t I aWoman” speech illustrates a black woman’s self
acknowledgment ofwomanhood. She should not be viewed as asking whether or not she
was a woman, but rather as affirming her womanhood.
Looking at black women’s experiences from their standpoint acknowledges that
some black women have always had a consciousness of their own existence. The use of
this analysis allows black women to be placed at the center of the analysis. It also gives
new and different insights into the political and economic origins of these prevailing
Elsa B. Brown, “Womanist Consciousness: Maggie LenaWalker and Independent Order of
Saint Luke,” in Black Women in America: Social Science Perspectives^ eds. Micheline R. Malson,
Elisabeth Mudimbe-Boyi, Jean F O’Barr and Mary Wyer (Chicago and London: the University ofChicago
Press, 1988), 174-175.
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concepts and paradigms. Acknowledging the interlocking nature of race, class, and
gender/sexuality oppressions enables scholars to understand the components in the
structure of domination.^^
According to Patricia Hill Collins, although oppressed people often identify with
the powerful, this often causes them to begin to consciously interpret these oppressions
from their own standpoint. This self-definition can cause oppressed people or individuals
to actively resist domination by another group, which has identified itself as superior.
While many black women may not realize that they are actively resisting their
oppressors, they clearly understand the negative conception ofblack women by the
dominant society and others.^^ Hooks and Collins emphasize that the popular perception
ofblack women by the dominant culture is just a continuing myth of their inability to be
seen as true women. By looking at the world through the eyes of the oppressed, a
different reality is realized. A reality that has led to the development of coping
mechanisms to ensure the survival ofblack people, and women in particular. According
to Collins, black women’s political and economic status provides them with a distinctive
set ofknowledge about their material reality that stimulates their reality.®®
While some scholars acknowledge that there is some compatibility between black
women’s and white women’s oppressions, many white women still experience benefits of
^*bell hooks, Feminist Theory: From Margin to Center (Boston, MA: South End Press, 1984), 1-
15.
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patriarchy denied to black women.^' Often white women and men, and at times black
men, demand that black women not only recognize but also accept their inferior gender
role status within the American society. Self-definition bymany black women enables
them to define their gender roles and place in society while serving to nullify the attempts
of the dominant society to define them with negative and self-defeating patriarchal
constructs.
Carol Stack argues that total adherence to the patriarchal construct would have
been self-destructive for black women and their community as a whole. She argues that
black women’s gender role and survival strategies are neither patriarchal normatriarchal,
but are conducive to their survival. This self-definitionmay explain some black
women’s development of the ability to fight back against their abusive intimate partners.
Naney Tanner theorizes that the dualism, which pervades America’s patriarchal
gender role concepts, hinders the ability ofmany males to operate outside their prescribed
gender roles. Under the auspices ofpatriarchal dualism, black men were denied power
within the public realm based on their race and granted power in the private sphere based
on their gender. She argues that although black men and women have to confront the
dualism ofpatriarchal gender roles, black men often accept the tenets that perpetuate
bell hooks, ’’BlackWomen: Shaping Feminist Theory,” in Words ofFire: An Anthology of
African-American Feminist Thought, ed. Beverly Guy-Sheftall (New York: The Press. 1995), 280-281.
“ Carol B. Stack, "Sex Roles and Survival Strategies in an Urban Black Community, ” in The
Black Woman Cross-Culturally, ed. Filomina Chioma Steady (Rochester, Vermont: Schenkman Books,
Inc., 1992), 335-336.
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male superiority over women.^^ Some black men have difficulty in conceptualizing the
triple oppressions that black women must endure, since for many the central oppression
that they must endure is that of racism, especially since male superiority is interpreted as
a natural occurrence of life. It often appears that black men’s primary ambition is to be
able to employ the patriarchal male privileges ofphysical, economic, and psychological
control over black women in order to be considered a true male. Unable to utilize these
privileges within the general social and economic society, black men readily accept
patriarchal gender roles. This black male patriarchal position serves to negate black
women’s gender role identity while at the same time defining black women’s rejection of
male superiority as the central obstacle of their attainment ofmanhood status.
Women and Power
Amy Allen asserts that feminist scholars must develop a satisfactory account of
power, especially when current feminist analysis ofpower relations remains conceptually
one-sided. Most analyses of feminist power relations only reference gender and neglect
to emphasize the influence of racial oppression onminority women’s daily lives.
Accordingly, the primary concern should center on establishing a feminist analysis of
power that overcomes the conceptual one-sidedness of existing approaches.
However, Allen’s study offers a perception ofpower that will enable feminists to
overcome this one-sidedness. Corrective procedures require reconstructing the
domination-theoretical and empowerment-theoretical concepts ofpower. Allen states
Nancy Tanner, “Matrifocality in Indonesia and Africa and Among Black Americans,” in
Women, Culture, and Society, ed. Michelle Zimbalist Rosaldo and Louise Lamphere (Stanford, CA:
Stanford University Press, 1994), 130-132.
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that although existing critiques are instructive, they have failed to explicitly isolate the
one-sidedness ofboth concepts, and attempts to design a perception ofpower that will
overcome the one-sidedness.^"^ Patriarchal gender role identities support the one-sided
nature of the power relationship and negate any power relations that are not built on a
hierarchal structure in which men emerge as dominate.
Mae King points out some of the unique differences that exist between black
women’s and white women’s social and political positioning within the American
societal structure.®^ Based on American societal dictates, power formulation in the
context ofpredominantlywhite interests results only in suggesting the possibility ofblack
gains. While acknowledging that black women have been historically subordinate to
white women. King suggests that black women’s self-definition of their gender roles
serves to negate the negative perceptions by the dominant society of them, thus,
empowering them.
Moreover, within the United States’ societal structure there is a standing
controversy over political practice and the feminist critique of the family, and the issue of
male violence.^^ Gemma Tang Nain uses a black feminist critique to question the
relevance of the concept ofpatriarchy to black women and the influence of this concept
on the lives ofblack women. Nain suggests that an anti-racist feminist theory could have
serious implications for black women in their struggle to liberate themselves from the
^
Amy Allen, “Rethinking Power,” p. 2 of 23.
Mae C. King, “Oppression and Power: The Unique Status of the BlackWoman in the American
Political System,” Social Science Quarterly 56 (June 1975): 166.
Gemma Tang Nain, “Black Women, Sexism and Racism: Black or Antiracist Feminism,”
Feminist Review, no. 37 (Spring 1991): 1-3.
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oppressive powers of the American patriarchal state and the assigned patriarchal gender
role identities. The following statement by Charlyn Harper-Bolton gives a true picture of
the dilemma confronted by black women in the United States:
What happened to the African-American woman is that she has accepted,
on the one hand, the Euro-American definition of “woman” and attempts,
on the other hand, to reject this definition by behaving in an opposite
manner. Her behavior becomes devoid of an Afiican sense ofwomanness.
In her dual acceptance/rejection of the Euro-American definition of
woman, this Afiican-American woman, in essence, becomes a... man.^^
Black WomenWho Kill
Black women’s involvement in lethal violence is usually ignored bymany studies.
This is an interesting phenomenon since black women are often associated with acts of
violence more than any other racial grouping ofwomen. According to M. E. Wolfgang
and F. Ferracuti, black women are members of a subculture of violence. This subculture
is comprised of individuals who live by a set of rules and norms that condone violence as
an acceptable mode of conduct when confronted by specific situations such as domestic
violence. In a 1958 study, Wolfgang suggests that lower socio-economic class black
females have the highest propensity for committing murder. Findings from this study
showed that murders by lower socio-economic class black females were usually not a
Charlyn A. Harper-Bolton, “A Reconceptualization of the BlackWoman," BlackMale/Female
Relations 6 (1982): 18, quoted in “in Words ofFire: An Anthology ofAfrican-American Feminist Thought,
ed. Beverly Guy-Sheftall. (New York: The Press, 1995), 518.
M E. Wolfgang, and F. Ferracuti, The Subculture of Violence (London: Tavistock Publication,
1967), quoted in Paula D. McClain “Black Females and Lethal Violence: Has Time Changed the
Circumstance Under Which They Kill,” OMEGA: Journal ofDeath andDying 13, no. 3 (1982-83): 14.
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result of criminal activities and female offenders were found to consistently act alone
when committing homicides.^^
Furthermore, Wolfgang found that the black female perpetrators’ weapon of
choice was a knife. The homicide victim was usually a man involved in an interpersonal
relationship with the female perpetrator. In addition, Wolfgang reported that 79.9% of
the women, black and white, committed the homicides in their homes and the women felt
justified in their behavior.
Current studies on black women and lethal violence illustrates that the location of
EPH incidents were in their homes, while the weapon of choice has become various types
of guns. Many of these contemporary studies are beginning to question the Wolfgang
and Ferracuti argument that black women have a high incidence ofkilling black men
because ofblack men’s inability to protect black women.^° Acknowledging that black
women have a higher propensity for killing intimate partners, contemporary criminal
scholars are seeking to explain why the phenomenon exists. Explanations range from
attributing black women’s use ofviolence to their existence in a subculture of violence,
to reactive self-defense, to possible consequences of the women’s liberation movement.^*
Paula D. McClain’s research disputes the claim that the women’s rights
movement has influenced the circumstances or situations under which black females
commit murder. Through an analysis ofhomicide data on black female offenders for
Ibid.
™ Ibid.
Paula D. McClain, “Black Females and Lethal Violence: Has Time Changed the Circumstance
UnderWhich They Kill,” OMEGA: Journal ofDeath andDying 13 no. 3 (1982-83): 13-15.
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1975, she illustrates the effect of female sex-role identities that influence black women’s
motives for committing IPH/^ In this study, McClain found that black women felt they
were justified in defending themselves in situations ofmale violence. Although many
black women have given the motives of self-defense, she argues that these defensive
actions cannot be attributed to the women’s rights movement because many black women
rejected the movement’s basic tenets and issues or just did not support or participate in
the movement.
Other feminists argue that unequal power relations between men and women
result in an increase in women resorting to the use ofviolence as the last possible
response to domestic violence situations.^^ Yet, the ability ofblack women to defend
themselves in violent intimate partner violence situations appears to be influenced by
their historical survival mechanisms.
Beth E. Richie questions some feminist scholars that have developed
psychological theories to explain gender inequality and the inferior position ofwomen in
society. She argues that these theories have not been relevant to lower-class minority
women, especially black women. She asserts that the research on violence against
women in intimate relationships is often limited by conceptual and methodological
oversights.^'* Most criminal research focused on the motivation or reason for men’s
behavior and court incident reports rather than trying to understand the dynamics or the
Ibid.
L. Walker, " Women and Psychotherapy,Assessment ofResearch and Practice, ed. A. M.
Brodsky and R. T. Hare-Mustin (New York: Guilford Press, 1980).
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effects of violence on female criminals who were often victims of domestic violence.
Seldom were these studies from the standpoint of the women with the highest percentage
ofcommitting EPH.^^ Unlike most theories, Richie’s gender entrapment approach
focuses on the links between lives ofblack and white female criminals in reference to the
acceptance ofpatriarchal gender roles identities.
Further, Richie uses entrapment to describe the circumstances that lead
individuals into amurderous act. She asserts that the violent behavior demonstrated by
some black female criminals is best understood as the product of the intersection of
gender, race/ethnicity, culture, and violence.^^ It is these intersections that lure black
women into criminal acts. Accordingly, some black women see domestic violence as
their failure in their responsibilities ofprotecting black men. This results in either
enduring the violence, not reporting the occurrence ofdomestic violence and/or killing
their violent partners. Richie states that some battered black women were compelled to
commit crimes because they are lured or forced to engage in such behavior by theirmale
partners. This is because of their strong sense ofresponsibility to black men, which often
causes them to feel sorry for the men who batter them and to deny their own vulnerability
to violence. Moreover, Richie also states that many black women have a strong sense
70






This sense of respectability is another example ofblack women’s ability to define
their own selfworth in ways that often result in a commitment to survival ofblack men
and the family. According to Richie, many of the battered black women in her study
attempted to adhere to the dominant cultural values regarding gender role and relations.
79This choice of action was in sharp contrast to the actions ofnon-battered black women.
In this gender entrapment approach, Richie implies that the gender identities developed
by some black females are influenced by their adult parents’ intimate relationship. This
dynamic—^that is, when the adult intimate relationship is a replica of the dominant
society—^has left some black women vulnerable to abuse. Richie’s use ofminority
women’s voices and scholarship provides a broader sociological context to the theoretical
model of gender entrapment.*®
Thus, Richie theorizes that black women’s historical responsibility to their race,
and black men and to a desire to conform to the dominant culture’s gender identities h£is
resulted m their gender entrapment. The problem with this theory is that it also negates
black women’s ability to define their own gender identities or an ability to develop
survival mechanisms that enables them to defend themselves in situations of domestic
violence, thereby confining them to the role of victims or victim perpetrators of IPH.
Survival mechanisms were the methods that black women developed to mobilize





faced within a historically oppressive society.^^ Historically, many hlack women’s self-
defined gender role identities have been in contradiction to dominant gender role
expectations. This contradiction in gender role identities have interfered with black
women’s culturally developed survival mechanisms.
Summary
In conclusion, domestic violence comes in many forms, and affects every race,
age, gender, and socioeconomic class. Because it has been around for years and often
existed only within the private home sphere, it has been viewed as the invisible, private,
non-criminal behavior with victims that were usually women. This violence against
women went imchallenged until the 1970s, when discourse emerged that attempted to
link the history of the relationships between sexes, races, and classes to the historical
prevalence ofmen using domestic violence to control women.
Feminist discourses on domestic violence often viewed it as a consequence of
individual gender socialization. Radical feminism approaches argued that men’s violence
is a direct result ofpatriarchal norms of some cultures. According to this theory, men
were said to be violent toward women as a result ofpatriarchal beliefs about their
superiority over women and a perceived innate right to domination. Other theorists, such
as MacMillan and Gartner and Wagner, cite the patriarchal construction of the family
Angela Davis, “Reflection on the BlackWoman’s Role in the Community of Slaves,” in fVords
ofFire: An Anthology ofAfrican-American Feminist Thought, ed. Beverly Guy-Sheftall (New York: The
New Press, 1995), 205.
MacMillan and Gartner, “Brings Home The Bacon,” p. 7 of 13.
Wagner, “Violence AgainstWomen,” p. 1 of 7.
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that defines men’s economic responsibility as primary provider for the family. This
configuration places women at greater risk. Findings from these studies suggest that it is
the patriarchal construct of the family that defines the male’s economic responsibility as
primary provider for the family that then places women at the greater risk.
These economic perspectives usually assume that most women are financially
dependent on men. According to this approach, higher socioeconomic status women are
less victimized by domestic violence, and minorities and poor women suffer the most
from violent conflicts within their intimate relationships. In contrast, McMillan and
Gartner posit that working women are at greater risk ofbecoming victims of spousal
violence. Men view employment as a symbolic resource and women’s labor force
participation as putting women in situations that are in contradiction to establish
patriarchal masculine gender norms.^^ This contradiction often places black women at
greater risk because of their historical positioning within the labor force. Lower
socioeconomic status men in this situation have been known to use intimidation and
violence against the employed female intimate partners to regain the patriarchal male
status lost in the public sphere.
Current domestic violence discourse has been critiqued because of its
exclusionary outcomes and the unexpected perversion of the original intentions. This
discourse often excludes specific categories ofwomen and includes interventions that
often cost these women their lives. Regardless of the socialization, race, or economic
approaches that define women as victims, there are some women that instigate domestic
violence and commit IPH and murder. The motives of some female killers range from an
McMillan and Gartner, “Brings Home the Bacon,” p. 7 of 13.
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addiction to murder, to the attainment ofpower, and/or for financial gain. Most
interesting, many of these female killers reject patriarchal sex role constructs, while
others use these constructs to assist them in the commission ofmurder.
Acknowledging that violence against intimate partners accounted for a significant
percentage of all murders that occur in this country, feminist theories posit that domestic
violence is an inevitable byproduet of the patriarchal construct ofAmerica society.
Patriarchy enables men, regardless ofdifferent classes, races, or ethnic groups, to unite in
a shared relationship of dominance over women. Under patriarchy, violence as a
mechanism to control women is an aeceptable taetie to guarantee male supremacy over
women and family.
Adherence to stereotypical patriarchal gender role identities serves to increase the
chance of violent conflict between men and women. Incidents of violence are increased
by some men’s and women’s inability to portray perceived gender role identities either as
possessors ofmanhood or womanhood status. Race makes the possession ofmanhood
status problematic formany black men. For many black men, the ability to provide and
control the economic resources of their families is problematic. Yet, black women have
historieally been seen as possessing few of the true qualities ofwomanhood. The failure
ofblack women to accept the submissive and subordinate gender role identity of
economically dependent females has historieally prevented them fi'om being considered
as true women. For many black women, the acceptance of these socially defined gender
roles would be detrimental to their survival.
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Although there is some compatibility between black women’s and white women’s
oppressions, many white women experienced benefits ofpatriarchy denied to black
women. In order to reject to the negative and self-defeating patriarchal constructs of
gender and social perception ofblack women by the dominant society, many developed
the ability to define their own gender roles and place in society. In contrast, many black
men readily accepted patriarchal gender role constructs and viewed black women’s
failure or refusal to do the same as obstacles to their attainment of full manhood status.
To reinforce or reclaim perceived lost manhood status, some men resorted to violence.
Men have historically used violence as the primary method to maintain control
over women. Males have historically been viewed as the gender that utilizes violence in
intimate relations, and in some instances domestic violence has resulted in the murder of
their female partner. Conversely, this study focuses on situations in which many women
have killed their spouses as a result of intimate partners violence.
CHAPTER ni
CONCEPTUAL FRAMEWORK AND METHODOLOGY
An underlying theme of domestic violence is the pervasiveness and the fear of
their partners that becomes a constant part ofmany women’s lives. Although domestic
violence occurs across all classes, research suggests that social class is inversely linked to
the severity of violence.* The linking domestic ofviolence to social structure suggests
that violence is more prevalent in lower socio-economic groups and appears as a
symptom of frustration over limited life opportunities, a lack of education and skills by
both the victims and the perpetrators. Historical evidence indicates that lower socio¬
economic status women were three times more likely to kill their spouses during episodes
of intimate partner violence. This theoretical notion assumes that black women are more
likely to be the primary victims of domestic violence and/or IPH victimization. This also
quietly emphasizes that black women were also most likely to be the primary female
perpetuators of IPH than women of other social class status. Further, it is assumed that
black women are more like to be the primary victims ofdomestic violence and/or IPH
victimization. This also emphasizes that black were also most likely to be the primary
female perpetuators of IPH. Interpersonal power theory and feminist theory have
' Michele Bograd, “Strengthening Domestic Violence Theories: Intersections ofRace, Class,
Sexual Orientation, and Gender,” Journal ofMartial and Family Therapy 24, no. 3: 275-289, July 1999
[journal on-line]; available from
http://proauest.umi.com/pdaweb?Did=00000004295784&Fmt=3&Mtd=l&Idx=: Internet; accessed 23 June
2003: p. 2 of 12.
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attempted to explain the prevalence of domestic violence and the stereotypes that
maintain it.
Murray Straus’s theory on the development of interpersonal power asserts that
power imbalances within the family and the stress produced by low income and/or
unemployment are the primary contributors to wife abuse. Acknowledging that violence
is a serious problem in the United States, Straus asserts that domestic violence is a
problem of considerable consequence.^ Population-based survey statistics suggest that
30% ofwomenwill be victims of intimate-partner violence in their lifetimes, and of
those, 52%-63% will experience physical injury.^ For some couples, the use of alcohol
influences behavior, especially during conflict. The conflict then escalates into the use of
physical violence, and such violence can be thought of as a form of influence.
Consequentially, a husband’s perceived marital power is significantly and
negatively associated with both the husband's violence and the wife's violence. Lower
levels ofperceived male power are often related to lower levels of violence, rather than
higher levels. In addition, perceived power is often related to the use ofverbal
aggression and violence."^ This assumption was particularly true for lower socio¬
economic status husbands who perceived their personal power as being associated with
violence. Lynda M. Sagrestano, Christopher 1. Heavey, and Andrew Christensen
^
Murray Straus, Richard Gelles, and Suzanne Steinmetz, Behind ClosedDoors: Violence in the
American Family (Garden City, N.Y.: Anchor Press/Douhleday, 1980).
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suggests that both perceived power and the demand/withdraw interaction pattern are
important predictors ofverbal violence, especially for lower socio-economic women.^
As the literature review has emphasized, there is a distinct need to examine the
existence of the self-defined survival mechanism ofblack women homicide offenders.
What motivates black women who have endured years of abuse and economic hardship
to become the offender and not the victim? A study of the interaction of social and
psychological gender role expectations in addition to the historical background ofblack
women’s life experience may counter conceptions of victimization and instead reveals a
survival mechanism.
Hence, this study was not an effort to consciously construct a discourse that
primarily emphasized black women as perpetrators ofviolence. Nor to ignore their
oppression or victimization, but rather it is an acknowledgement that the methods and
motives used by some black women to resist racialized gender oppression may be
associated with their cultural psychological definitions of gender identity. Black
women’s development of self-defined gender role identities is shaped by their cultural
socialization, and this socialization process assists them as they combat the various forms
ofoppression within the American society. That is, to combat the oppression and
victimization:
black women have organized and led struggles for suffrage, fair housing,
temperance, anti-lynching laws, as well as to abolish poll taxes, white
primaries, Jim Crow Laws, and to obtain full employment for
^ Ibid, 76.
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themselves and their men, and for equal educational facilities for their
children.^
The Womanist theory demonstrates the feasibility of analyzing black female IPH
offenders. This theory demonstrates how easily diverse cultural perceptions of everyday
life activities influence the decisions and practices that black women make and
implement in their lives.
The position ofmany black women theorists centers on the assumption that when
confronted with both gender and race concerns; black women are able to view gender and
race as simultaneous oppressions. The evidence ofblack women coping with both
gender and racial oppressions is discernible throughout their history in America. Black
women’s coping mechanisms date back to the conditions of slavery. For example, covert
resistance and self-definition tactics occurred on a 1800s plantation in North Carolina,
where the slave women did not give birth for more than 20 years. Although the slave
women became pregnant, the babies were aborted during the fourth month. In an effort
to remedy this condition, the slave owner brought new slave women, but the phenomena
continued. Evidence eventually revealed that slave women were deliberately taking
herbs to terminate their pregnancies.^ These covert actions can be viewed as slave
women’s resistance to their slave masters’ efforts to control their reproduction abilities,
and their selective methods of empowerment for handling.
® Vicki L. Crawford, Jacqueline Anne Rouse, and Barbara Wood, Women in the Civil Rights
Movement: Trailblazers and Torchbearers, 1941- 1965 (Bloomington and Indianapolis: Indiana University
Press), xvii.
’’ Herbert G. Gutman, The Black Family in Slavery and Freedom, 1750-1925 (New York: Vintage
Books, 1976), 81.
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Historical documents also reveal that some slave women were willing to
physically resist their oppressors through overt acts of lethal violence. The action of a
female domestic slave on Louisiana plantation is a clear example ofovert resistance.
When her mistress was attempting to punish her, the slave woman threw the mistress
down and beat her unmercifully on the head.^ Illustrations of violent overt resistance
were also visible in the number of slave women executed for murdering their masters. In
a study of executions in the United States between 1608 and 1987, it was noted that 189
slave women were executed for criminal acts against theirmaster or his family.^
Currently, the large number ofblack female IPH offenders who give amotive of self-
defense may illustrate the continued existence ofblack women’s self-defined survival
skills and resistance efforts.
The history ofblack women in America evolved out of their specific contextual
location which pre-dates slavery:
When they left Afiica the Negroes carried with them knowledge
of their own complex cultures. Some elements of their cultures—or at
least some adaptations or variation of them- they planted somewhat
inseeurely in America. These surviving “Afncanisms” were evident
in their speech, in their folklore, and in their religion.'®
In most pre-colonial societies, Afiican women were active members of their
communities. According to Dr. Orisku Neodu, African women were seen as co-leaders,
co-achievers, and co-govemors working side by side with the men and not as dependent
* KennethM. Stampp, The Peculiar Institution: Slavery in the Ante-Bellum South_ (New York:
Vintage Books, 1989), 228.
® Kathleen A. O’Shea and Ann Patrick Conrad, Women and the Death Penalty in the United
States, 7900-7PP5 (Westport, CT: Praeger Publishers, 1999), 5.
Stampp, The Peculiar Institute, 362.
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appendage. Afiica women, along with their husbands, were concerned with and
responsible for the survival and well being of their families and their communities. In
addition, Africa women were known to be the carriers ofculture.*' However, life in
America, from slavery to the present, along with the contextual location emphasizes the
need for black women to develop self-identification and self-sufficiency gender identities
in order to survive the myriad of oppressions confronting them. This theoretical
assumption of egalitarian gender identities enables Womanist scholars to examine the
emergence of information that is not tainted by the negative race, gender, and class
conceptions of researchers who are members of the dominant society. Instead, they are
able to analysis information from within similar cultural perspectives.
Often, white researchers are only able to write about black and otherminority
women from their white, middle-class, patriarchal, cultural oriented worldview. The
tenets ofpatriarchy often relegated all black women to the same low socio-economic
status and viewed all black women as being potential victims of domestic violence. For
example, studies on women’s issues seldom focus on the lives ofmiddle class black
women or women who are perpetrators of intimate partner violence.
The Womanist approach enables other scholars to have a clearer understanding of
black female IPH perpetrators. The behavior of some black female IPH offenders
illustrates the existence ofpersonal survival skills that enable them to physically and
often fatally resist their intimate partners as oppressors. In other words, when placed in
situations of intimate partner violence, some black women have been known to strike
** Omoh Tsatsaku Ojior, African Women and PoliticalDevelopment: A Case Study ofEtsako
Women in Edo State, Nigeria (Bloomington, IN: ft'Books -rev. 09/19/03), 110-123.
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back in defense. These defensive methods have sometimes resulted in black women
becoming IPH offenders in efforts to ensure their personal survival. According to Linda
A. Thomas:
Womanist... tenets of survival and liberation employ a self-reflective
sensitivity about the historical factors that give rise to oppressed voices,
the production ofpolitical economy and its impact on marginalized black
women. This ... interpretive approach augments an analytical
methodology that invokes the black woman’s perspective and clarifies
how diverse cultural production of everyday life influences the decisions
and practices which black women make and implement in their lives.
This quote describes a personal survival model that is guided by black women’s cultural
socialization and is the conceptual model thatwill guide this research. This model is
framed by the Womanist theory’s assumptions of egalitarian sex role identities*^ and a
social psychological theory of interactions.
The model is based on three assumptions: (1) black women’s historical resistance
to physical and mental control by the dominant society also assists them to physically
resist abusive and controlling behavior demonstrated by members of the black society.
This means that a history of demonstrating covert and overt resistance to oppression and
to the dominant society’s perceptions of their societal gender roles has enabled many
black women to physically resist abusive intimate partners; (2) black women have
Linda E. Thomas, “Womanist Theology, Epistemology, and a New Anthropological Paradigm,”
Cross Currents 48, no. 4: 488-499, Winter 1998 [journal on-line]; available from http://www.findarticle.
com/cf 0/m20964/print.html: Internet; accessed 1 March 2003.
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Order of Saint Luke” in Black Women in America: Social Science Perspectives, ed. Micheline R. Malson,
Elisabeth Mudimbe-Boyi, Jean F. O’Barr and Mary Wyer, (Chicago and London: The University of
Chicago Press, 1990. 175); Giles Townsend, “Together and In Harness: Women’s Tradition in the
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Chicago Press, 1990), 243.
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developed social and cultural gender identity constructs that include personal self-
sufficiency as well as a natural responsibility for ensuring the survival of the black family
and black society. In addition, the concept of shared oppressions with black men enables
some black women to endure sexual oppression (domestic abuse) from their intimate
partners for an extended period of time; and (3) in situations where black women
perceive violent danger to their families or themselves, black women’s historical self¬
survival mechanism surfaces and they strikes back. This ability to physically resist
personal violence and fight back enables them to commit IPH when they perceive that all
other options are closed to them.
Utilizing the social psychological interaction theory, various studies have shown
that persons with low self-esteem tend to conform to the dominant group’s norms in order
to gain group acceptance (i.e., to become a successful and powerful man in the United
States). This means that persons with low self-esteem will accept the tenets ofpatriarchy
that defines men as superior and women as inferior. For example, men self-esteem will
use violence against women to support beliefs ofmale superiority. In contrast,
individuals with high self-esteem will resist conforming to norms that are detrimental or
in opposition to cultural identities.
Consequently, black women have developed a survival mechanism that enables
them to endure the inseparable oppressions of race, class, and gender.*'* Barbara
Omolade posits, “[Black] American women have a curious way of turning disadvantage
*'* Sharon Harley and Rosalyn Terborg-Penn, The Afro-American Woman: Struggles and Images
(PortWashington, N.Y.: Kennikat, 1978).
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around to make it work for themselves and their families. They have attempted to make
social spaces for their own ... development in the margins ... while struggling against
combined systems of oppression.”*^
Therefore, this personal survival mechanism may reveal its existence only after
realization that the acceptance of the patriarchal constructed gender role will not produce
the desired results. Many black women, consciously or unconsciously, realize that the
foundation of their oppressive condition resides in the intersection of the three factors of
race, class, and gender. Based on the structure ofAmerican society, the voices ofwhite
women are the only ones that are heard when the questions ofdomestic violence issues
arise. As suggested previously, when the problems ofblack women are addressed by the
outside culture and by black men, these women’s behavior is often seen as deviant or
immoral.*® The intersection of race, class, and gender oppressions often has been used to
relegate black women to the lowest social class position, regardless of their economic
status, and in many instances these intersections failed to recognize black women as
victims or prepetrators. Examples of this intersection ofoppression are seen in myths
that see all black women as promiscuous jezebels or sluts just because they are black
women. Historically, based on their race, black women have often been labeled as being
sexually promiscuous and without any virtue. Nannie H. Burroughs, famed religious
Barbara Omolade, The Rising Song ofAfrican American Women (New York and London:
Routledge, 1994), 137.
Manning Marable, How Capitalism Underdeveloped BlackAmerica: Problems in Race,
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leader and founder of the National Training School forWomen and Girls in Washington,
D. C., asserted that when [a black women] appears in court in defense ofher virtue, she is
looked upon with amused contempt. In addition, some historians have suggested that
black women willingly emasculated black men while simultaneously cultivating
relationships with the white (male) oppressors.’^ In attempts to repute these derogatory
stereotypes some black women sought to adhere patriarchal control and became
submissive.
Thus, the attempts by black women to adhere to patriarchal controls have enabled
black women to suffer years of abuse at the hands of their intimate male protectors (black
men). Some black women may have rejected their self-defined racial gender role identity
and accepted the patriarchal gender role identity ofvictim in order to survive within a
system that cast their social identity and status at the lowest class levels. It was the re-
emergence of their self-defined survival mechanisms that enabled some black women to
turn against their abusers—and societal gender role constructs—^to become IPH
offenders.
When reality finally set in and their lives were in jeopardy, these women reverted
back to a culturally or self-defined sex role identity that enabled them to develop the
ability to reject specific tenets ofpatriarchy that no longer suited their definition of
Evelyn Brooks Barnett, “Nannie Burroughs and the Education ofBlack Women, in The Afro-
American Woman, ed. Rosalyn Terborg-Peim and Sharon Harley (Port Washington, N.Y.: Kennikat Press,
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(black) womanhood or that placed their lives in peril. The gender role identity that many
black women have taken on can be classified as one of economic and social equality with
black men.^° This economic and social status equality is based on women’s status as
workers that were equally or sometimes primarily responsible for providing the economic
subsistence for herself and other family members. In addition, their historical status as
workers meant that many black women were never confined to the home nor wanted to
be confined to the home.
The activities of Ida B. Wells Barrett and Mary Church Terrell provide examples
ofblack women who refused to be confined to the home. Although these women did not
have to work since they were married to successful husbands, they willingly participated
in the public sphere. A review ofblack women’s gender role within their cultural
commimities illustrates that black women are not in competition with black males for
social status positions. Instead, black women see themselves as equal partners striving
for the survival of the black family and community.
Black women have been conscious of the necessity for women and men to
maintain an inner strength and integrity through conscious, voluntary day-to-day
resistance. During slavery, black women took equal roles in the destruction of the slave
system. This was demonstrated by their willing participation in the destruction of
agricultural implements or burning crops, fighting off sexual advances of their white
master, and at times, running away.^' After slavery, black women such as Ida B. Wells
Gutman, The Black Family, 22.
Davis, “Reflection on the Black Woman, 208-211.
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took active roles in confronting the racist society by placing themselves in harm’s way to
physically and actively confront the American racist society. William E. B. Du Bois and
Frederick Douglass urged black men to realize that black women equally shared their
oppression and should equally share their ambition of equality.Thus, Womanist theory
glorifies and recognizes the interconnectedness of females and males based on equality
and harmony of genders. Womanist theory acknowledges the equality ofmen and
women through the affirmation ofunity and cooperation based on gender equality, thus
23
denying the subjugation ofblack women based on a hierarchal conception of gender.
According to the hierarchal foundation ofpatriarchy, someone (a white male)
must always be in competition for the top social status in both the private and public
spheres, which has resulted in a war between the sexes and races. Previous research has
suggested that husbands with low income were more likely to engage in violence.^'^ In
order to reaffirm their perceived dominant male status, underemployed or unemployed
black males sometimes resorted to domestic violence against their intimate partner as a
mechanism to reclaim and maintain patriarchal male superior status.
The failure of some black men to be the primary economic providers for their
families has been used by the dominant society to question black men’s manhood status
Marable, Underdeveloped Black America, 79.
Clenora Hudson-Weems, “Introduction,” Africana Womanism (Troy, MI: Bedford Publisher,
1993, 22), quoted in Womanism andAfrican Consciousness, Mary K. Modupe Kolawole, (Trenton, N.J.:
Africa World Press, Inc., 1997), 25.
Ross MacMillan and Rosemary Gartner, “When She Brings Home The Bacon: Labor-Force
Participation and the Risk of Spousal Violence Against Women,” Journal ofMarriage and the Family 61,
no. 4: 3, November 1999 [journal on-line]; available from http://proquest.umi.com/padweb: accessed 15
November 2002, p. 3 of 13.
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as prescribed by the tenets ofpatriarchy. In some instances, black men have blamed
black women for their inability to fulfill the patriarchal gender role identities. According
to Maiming Marable, unemployed black men have perceived their wives’ ability to gain
employment as an assault on their manhood and proof that black women were in league
with white men.^^ This accusation often resulted in Black women being physically
assaulted and put in their “rightful” inferior status by Black men, who were unable to
physically attack white men.
Formany black men, the only place where they have any personal power is within
the home. The quest for hierarchal power makes it difficult for many black men to see or
desire gender equality with black women, since it questions their status as the patriarchal
male. Instead, the acceptance of to Daniel Moynihan’s assumption that black women are
seeking to supplant black men as the hierarchical head of the family, has motivated some
black men to resort to either physical or emotional violence to ensure that black women
understand their subordinate gender position. Some black men operate on the assumption
that black women are vying against black men for the top position with the enemy, the
white male.
Yet, the establishment of a matriarchal society, which places black women over
black men, is not the ultimate goal ofblack women. According to the Womanist theory,
black women have no desire to rule black men. What they are seeking is shared equality
Marable, Underdeveloped Black America, 85.
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and the survival of their family, community and race.^^ However, a patriarchal based
ideology is not designed to accept racial equality, nor able to see or understand black
women’s quest for gender equality within their race or racialized gender equality within
the dominant society. Thus, some black men, through their acceptance ofpatriarchal
construction of total male domination, have sought to use intimidation and physical
violence to solidify their status. This decision to use intimidation and physical violence
has lead to the death of some black males by their black female intimate partners.
The 1965 Moynihan report acknowledges that many black women were unable or
refused to conform to the dominant culture perception that all women were naturally
dependent on men for their social and economic survival.^^ However, this study saw
black women’s societal and economic functions not as a survival mechanism, but rather
as black women’s desire to dominate black males. Moynihan described black women’s
survival behavior as domineering and designed to emasculate black males.^* According
to the report, black men needed to regain control of their families and their women in
order to be defined as true men within the American society.
It is only when black women seek to accept the patriarchal construct of gender
identity that they lose the ability to assist in their own survival. Instead, some black
women seek to become totally submissive and dependent on black males. Unfortunately,
Mary E. Modupe Kolawole, Womanism andAfrican Consciousness (Trenton, NJ: African
World Press, 1997), 27.
Daniel P. Moynihan, “The Negro Family: The CaseforNationalAction," [database on-line];




many black women cannot afford to be totally (economically) dependent on black men.
They have to work outside the home to assist in the family’s survival. The perception
of their responsibility to black males often overshadowed or repressed black women’s
survival mechanisms, thereby allowing them to accept intimate partner violence as part of
their daily lives. Upon the reemergence of their self-defined survival mechanism
reemerged, many black women retaliated against their abuser and defended themselves.
In other words, black women’s ability to defend themselves against male
domination and violence—to the point of committing IPH—^may have its roots in their
self-identity. The social construction ofpatriarchal male gender roles plays a key role in
perpetuating domestie violence in the black community. However, the number ofblack
females that have killed their intimate partner has gained significance.
Methodology
The methodology utilized includes a descriptive analysis ofhomicide data at two
levels. First, an analysis of 499 homicides that occurred in the city ofAtlanta fi'om 1999
to 2001 are examined. Supplemental Homieide Reports for the respeetive years were
utilized at this level. The second level of analysis focuses exclusively on homicides
perpetrated by Black female in Atlanta with the study period (1999 to 2001). Along with
Sharon Harley, “For the Good ofFamily and Race: Gender, Work, and Domestic Roles in the
Black Community, 1880-1930,” in Black Women in America: Social Science Perspectives, ed. Micheline
R. Malson, Elisabeth Mudimbe-Boyi, Jean F. O’Barr and MaryWyer (Chicago and London: The
University ofChicago Press, 1990), 243.
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the Supplemental Homicides Reports, data extracted from individual homicide arrest
reports (HAR) in the City ofAtlanta Police Department (APD) were utilized.
Data Collection Procedures
Data was obtained from the City ofAtlanta Police Department (APD), Office of
Public Affairs. A request was submitted to this department for homicides committed by
black female offenders within the City ofAtlanta, from 1999 through 2001. The request
produced 19 incident reports for homicides committed by black females, and each report
was given a number for the purpose of accountability. Homicides committed by black
female offenders within Metro Atlanta but outside of the APD jurisdiction were not
included in this study. In order to create the SSPS data analysis file, a review of each
incident report was completed and specific data was selected for inclusion in the variable
labels and names.
After selecting the variables, the SPSS statistical data file was created and the data
from the APD’s Homicide Arrest Report (HAR), 1999 through 2001, and Supplemental
Homicide Reports (SHR), 1999 through 2001, were entered. Several categories on the
incident reports were excluded or removed based on their appropriateness to the study
hypotheses. In an attempt to obtain more background information, both criminal and
personal, on the offenders and/or victims, a second request was made to the APD’s Office
ofPublic Affairs to obtain pre-trial sentencing reports on each incident report. According
to the APD representative, this request could not be granted, since only the affected
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individual (offender) could authorize release of their criminal histories or other personal
information.
Categorization of the selected 19 incident reports revealed that 11 of the homicide
incidents were a result of domestic violence, 2 were robberies, 1 a stranger, 1 a child, 1 a
drowning, 3 by acquaintances, and 5 with relation unknown. In addition, two cases were
combined because they had an identical incident report number and one was the
continuation of another incident report. This resulted in a review of 18 APD arrest
reports.
Because it was not possible to obtain written consent from the victim or offender,
another method was used to determine whether any of these individuals that had been
involved in the homicide incident had been or were currently incarcerated. In order to
accomplish this, the researcher conducted a detailed search of the Georgia Department of
Corrections Inmate Query Web page. This Web page enabled the querying of the entire
inmate population ofall Georgia prisons. The database was searched first by using the
names of the victims/offenders as they appeared on the APD incident report, their gender,
race, and date of crime commitment, and current incarceration. The first search produced
onlyminimal success, thereby requiring a refinement of the search process.
The second step in the selection criterion required the selection of the current
prison population or the past and current population, limited by gender, race, and date of
crime commitment. The Inmate Query Web site allowed for expansion of the search for
inmates by using only the first letter of the inmate’s last name and/or alias, gender, and
race. Once several prisoner queries were selected, they were examined for matching
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offender’s name, date of crime, and offense. After conducting a detailed search of this
online database, only four queries were selected as matching the APD incident reports.
Information obtained in the inmate queries was added to the SPSS Atlanta Incident
database.
In order to obtain information on homicide incidents that had occurred within the
city ofAtlanta, a second request was submitted for the Supplemental Homicide Reports
(SHR) completed by the APD for submittal to the Georgia Crime Information Center for
the Federal Bureau of Investigation Supplemental Homicide report for the years 1999,
2000, and 2001. In order to obtain this information, a written request that included a
blank SHR to ensure that there was a clear example of the information requested. The
APD formation Office representative suggested that some of this information could be
obtained from the Atlanta Public Library system. A library search led to obtaining data
the City ofAtlanta SHR for 1999. City ofAtlanta SHRs for the years 2000 and 2001
were unavailable because the public library no longer purchases these reports.
The information obtained led to the creation of a SPSS database for Atlanta Police
Departments’ SHRs 1999, 2000, and 2001. The data received and entered into the SPSS
database. This resulted in 499 cases. The next step was to eliminate all cases that did not
involve black women as the offenders or victims, which resulted in 94 cases. The last
elimination process entailed removing all data pertaining to non-blacks and non-females,
resulting in the elimination of 41 additional cases or a black female SHR database with
53 cases.
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Once the black female SHR database was established, the next step was to ensure
that variable measurements were similar to variable measurements established for the
APD’s female homicide incident reports (IPH). Therefore, this data was combined with
the black female SHR database. To ensure that variable information on the APD’s
Incident Reports, 1999 to 2001, and the black female SHR database was similar. The
following variables were identified and defined for use in the analysis. Variables were
combined in order to arrive at a single variable:
1. Circumstances:
a. Combined anger, jealousy, revenge and sudden anger to equal anger.
b. Combined argument and domestic argument to equal argument.
c. Miscellaneous equals sexual assault.
d. Combined felon killed by police and felon killed by private citizen to equal
felon killed.
2. Offender relationship to victim
b. Combined daughter, foster son, step-daughter, sister, and cousin to equal
familymembers.
c. Combined acquaintance and friend to equal acquaintance.
3. Weapons
a. Combined strangulation and manual strangulation to equal strangulation.
b. Combined lead pipe, fireplace poker, rock, rope, baseball bat, cane,
pickaxe, screwdriver, beer bottle, and vehicle to equal physical objects.
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c. Combined physical force, blunt force/trauma, and drowning to equal
physical force.
d. Combined fire and force fed-drugs to equal miscellaneous.
Measurement ofVariables
Measurement of variables refers to the operational definitions or general process by
which numbers are assigned to objects in such a fashion that explains exactly what kinds
of quantitative operations can legitimately be used.I.Offender’s Characteristics
A. Demographic and Physical Characteristics
1. Age refers to the age of the offender at the time of the homicide
incident, measured by (1) 10-15 years; (2) 16-19 years; (3) 20-24 years;
(4) 25-34 years; (5) 35-40 years; (6) 50-64 years; (7) 60 years +; and (99)
Unknown.
2. Height refer to the height of offender at the of the homicide incident,
measured by (1) 5 feet to 5 feet 4 inches; (2) 5 feet 5 inches to 5 feet 8
inches; (3) 5 feet 9 inches to 6fl.; and (99) Unknown.
3. Weight refers to the physical build of the offender, measured by
(1) 120-139; (2) 140-159; (3) 160-179; (4) 180-199; (5) 200-239; (6)
240+; and (99) unknown.
4. Build refers to the physical build of the offender, measured by




a. Day refers to the day of the week of the homicide incident
occurrence, measured by the codes 1 -7 corresponding from
Simday to Saturday in any week; and (99) unknown.
b. Month refers to the month of the homicide incident
occurrence, measured by 1-12 with January being one and
December being 12, and (99) unknown.
c. Time refers to the time of the intimate partner homicide
incident occurrence, measured by three categories, (1)
Morning 11:00 p.m. - 7 a.m.; (2) Daytime 7 a.m. - 3 p.m., and
(3) Evening 3:00 p.m. -11:00 p.m.
d. Year refers to the year in which the intimate partner homicide
under observation occurred. Year is measured by (1) 1999;
(2) 2000; (3) 2001; and, (4) unknown.
2. Injury
a. Extent refers to the extent of injury to the offender, measured
by (1) minor; (2) serious; (3) none; and (99) unknown.
b. Location refers to the location of the injury on the offender’s
physical being, measured by (1) chest; (2) chest/back; (3) legs;
(4) face; (5) head; (6) left back; (7) neck; and (99) unknown.
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c. Type refers to type of injury to the offender, measured by (1)
none; (2) bruises/cuts; and (99) unknown.
3. Sobriety refers to the sobriety of the offender, measured by (1)
sober; (2) intoxicated; and (99) unknown.
4. Motive refers to the motive given for homicide incident, measured
by: (1) domestic argument, physical fight provoked by victim; (2)
argument, verbal; (3) argument, physical fight, alcohol and/or drug
use; (4) robbery, home invasion; (5) robbery, drug sale; and (99)
unknown.
5. Weapon refers to the weapons used to commit the homicide, which
are measured: (1) gun (i.e., revolver, automatic pistol, semi¬
automatic pistol), or rifle; (2) knives; (3) physical object (i.e.,
baseball bats, boards, planks, scissors, lead pipes, rope, and beer
bottle; (4) physical force such as strangulation, drowning, bodily
force, or suffocation; (5) unknown objects, and (99) unknown.
6. Incident location refers to location of the homicide incident, which
is measured by (1) highway/road/alley/street; (2) hotel/motel/etc.;
(3) Parking lot/garage; (4) residence/home; (5)
apartment/multifamily dwelling; and (99) unknown
7. Charges refers to offender’s current incarceration status and charge,
which is measured by: (1) murder sentence; (2) aggravated assault;
(3) voluntary manslaughter; (4) involuntary manslaughter; (5)
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obstruction of law enforcement officer; (6) cleared; and (99)
unknown.
II. Family violence refers to whether the incident occurred between family
members, which is measured by: (1) yes; (2) no; and (99) unknown.
III. Circumstance refers to the circumstance that caused the homicide incident,
which is measured by: (1) family violence; (2) drug-related; (3) robbery; (4)
home invasion; and (99) unknown.
A. Prior Arrest History refers to prior arrest history ofoffender, measured
by: (1) yes; (2) no; and (3) unknown.
B. Identification of offender refers to individual(s) who identified the
victim and/or offender, which is measured by (1) witness; (2) police; (3)
driver’s license; (4) victim; and (99) unknown.
rv. Victim’s Characteristics
A. Demographic and Physical Characteristics
1. Age (see offender’s age)
2. Race refers to the race of the victims, measured by (1) Black;




a. Extent refers to the extent of injury to the victim, measured by
(1) minor; (2) serious; (3) none; and (99) unknown.
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b. Location refers to the location of the injury on the victim’s
physical being, measured by (1) chest; (2) chest^back; (3)
face/right shoulder; (4) face; (5) head; (6) left back; (7) neck;
and (99) unknown.
c. Type refers to type of injury to the victim, measured by (1)
gunshot; (2) stab wound; (3) trauma; and (99) unknown.
2. Sobriety refers to the sobriety of the victim, measured by (1) sober; (2)
intoxicated; and (99) unknown.
V. Victim - Offender Relationship is measured by (1) husband; (2) ex-husband;
(3) common-law-husband; (4) boyfriend; (5) acquaintance/fnend; (6) stranger;
(7) family; and, (99) unknown.
The complete City ofAtlanta Police department SHR and HAR sample cases for
the years 1999,2001, and 2000, some ofwhich included black female homicide incidents
reports and homicide arrest reports were minutely examined. Information obtained from
these three reports were recorded and coded. Individual SHR and HAR were excluded
that did not pertain exclusively to black female homicide offenders. Information
obtained from the selected SHR and HAR cases were classified similar to selected
elements ofMann’s female murderer profile schedule which include demographic and
social characteristics of the offender (age, race, marital status) and victim (age race,
marital status); offense data (offense day/date/time/location, motive, circumstance,
weapon or method in used in the murder, premeditation, whether committed alone or
with co-offender, alcohol/drug involvement, arrest date, final disposition); criminal
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justice data (previous arrest/conviction records of offender and victim); offender
identification, and the victim-offender relation.
CHAPTER IV
CONTEXT OF THE PROBLEM
This chapter examines the historical and contemporary context of the
intersection of gender, racial/ethnicity, and class oppressions on black women’s self-
defined gender role identity. This is accomplished by exploring the racial, sexual,
demographic, and social context of intimate partner homicide (IPH) profiles, as well
as the situational and cultural contexts that influence black women’s propensity to
commit IPH.
To understand the prevalence ofblack female homicide offenders, it is
necessary to review an environment where, historically, violence against intimate
partners, primarily females, was viewed as normal. Formillions ofwomen around
the globe, violence is at the core of their daily existence. They endure tyranny and
subjugation in the form ofchild slavery and prostitution in Asia; female genital
mutilation in Afiica, Malaysia, and the Middle East; incest in the Caribbean; child
pornography, rape, and domestic violence in Europe and the United States. Much of
the violence that is directed toward women often occurs within the home sphere and
the perpetrators are usuallymale domestic partners.
Thus, domestic violence toward women by intimate partners has been socially
and culturally accepted worldwide for many centuries. Domestic violence is socially
accepted in many cultures that adhere to the principle and the privilege ofmale
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dominance and the subjugation ofwomen. Many women daily encoimter threatened or
actual physical violence, or psychological violence such as verbal abuse and the
deprivation ofphysical and economic resources.* Although domestic violence comes in
various forms, physical violence is most often used against women to reinforce and to
insure that the male privilege that accompanies male domination is maintained.
The historic acceptance of domestic violence as a part ofmale privilege has
rendered its existence an invisible violent crime that is often under reported and imder
recorded. Invisibility does not limit the impact of domestic violence on the lives of
women, rather it serves to condone and enable its occurrence. Physical domestic
violence or wife beating has traditionally been condoned for centuries as the primary
method of controlling and correcting unruly wives. Historically, domestic violence or
spousal abuse perpetrated by males was sanctioned as part ofpatriarchal privilege.^
Scholars throughout history have endorsed male privilege/superiority based on female
subjugation/inferiority.
For example, Aristotle contended that women are by nature inferior based on their
inability to reason and are therefore inferior to men. The essence of female subjugation is
'
UNICEF, “Domestic Violence Against Women and Girls Report, Innocenti Digest, no. 6 (June
2000), 6 (Florence, Italy: United Nations Children’s Fund, Innocenti Research Centre), 1-4.
^ United Nations, “General Assembly: Declaration on the Elimination ofViolence Against
Women,” General Assembly Resolution 48:104, 20 December 1993 [database on-line]; available from
http://www.unhchr.ch/huridocda/huridoca.nsf/(SvmbolVA.RES.48.104.En?C)Dendocument: Internet;
accessed 7 January 2003.
^ R. E. Dobash and Rebecca P. Dobash, Violence Against Wives: A Case Against Patriarchy. (New
York; Free Press, 1979) [journal on-line]; available from http://proquest.urm/pqdweb: Internet; accessed 7
January 2003.
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echoed in the words ofPlato, "Being bom a woman is a divine punishment, since a
woman is halfway between a man and an animal.”^ Socrates spoke ofwomen as the
weaker sex who must obey the command ofman, while Jean Jacques Rousseau posited
that the true natural state ofwomen was their subjugation to men.^ Rousseau also
advocated the use of violence to ensure that women accepted their inferior position.^
Thus, the acceptance ofviolence continues to plague many nations. Since some
nations still consider females as inferiors as well as condoning the use ofviolence to get
women to accept their subjugated status. Based on this cultural acceptance, when
instances of domestic violence or wife beating occur, often the females are labeled as the
indirect or direct cause of the violence perpetrated against them. A survey by the Kenyan
Women Rights Awareness Program found that 70% of the men and women interviewed
said they knew neighbors who beat their wives. Approximately 60% of those surveyed
stated that the women were to blame for the beatings, while 51% said the men should be
punished.
Severe cases ofdomestic violence often result in the killing (homicide) of one of
the domestic partners, usually the female partner. For example, in Papua New Guinea
between the years of 1979 and 1982, male intimate partners committed 73% of all female
* SusanMoller Okin, “Philosopher Queens and Private Wives: Plato on Women and the Family,”
Philosophy & Public Affairs 6, (1997): 345-369.
’
Gregory Vlastos, “Was Plato a Feminist?” Times Literary Supplement 4: 495 (17 March 1989);
276; reprinted in his Studies in Greek Philosophy, Volume II: Socrates, Plato, and Their Tradition, ed.
Daniel W. Graham (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1995), 69-106.
*
Jean-Jacques Rousseau, Emile (1762) [database on-line]; available from
http ://chnm. gmu.edu/revolution/d/470/: Internet; accessed 23 March 2003.
7
Feminist.com. Domestic Violence Fact Sheet, [database on-line]; available from
http://www.feminist.com/antiviolence/facts.html: Internet; accessed 25 July 2003.
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homicides.* In 1993, recognizing the severity of the problem, the United Nations
issued a General Assembly Resolution against domestic violence in its Declaration on the
Elimination ofViolence. According to this Declaration:
[vjiolence against women is a manifestation ofhistorically unequal power
relations between men and women, which have led to domination over and
discrimination against women by men and to the prevention of the full
advancement ofwomen ..
Across the globe during every hour of the day, somewhere a woman is being
abused ormurdered by her intimate partner. In the United States, the number of female
victims of intimate partner violence and homicide is extreme. For example, in 1992
intimate partner violence in the United States accounted for 572,000 assaults on women
reported to law enforcement officers. In addition, an American woman is battered every
20.9 seconds and an American man is battered every 37.8 seconds. At least 170,000 of
these violent incidents were serious enough to require hospitalization, emergency room
care, or a doctor's attention.'®
The number ofwomen in the United States that are subjected to violence in their
daily lives, especially women in intimate/domestic relationships, is staggering. According
to 1992 FBI statistics, approximately 1,400 women yearly or four women daily are
murdered as a result of domestic violence perpetrated by husbands and boyfriends."
*Ibid.
\jmted Nations, Elimination ofViolence, 2.
'“Federal Bureau of Investigation Statistics, ^‘Uniform Crime Report," Supplemental Homicide
Report (Washington, D.C., 1992).
" Ibid.
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Table 1. Murders and Non-negligent Manslaughters by Intimates
Partners by Sex and Race ofVictim, United States: 1976-1999
Sex and Race
Sex Male Female
Year Total Male Female White Black Other White Black Other
1976 2,957 1,357 1,600 493 846 18 849 714 37
1977 2,731 1,294 1,437 479 804 11 831 570 34
1978 2,684 1,202 1,482 490 703 7 868 583 30
1979 2,768 1,262 1,506 535 712 16 883 594 29
1980 2,770 1,221 1,549 493 718 5 913 588 34
1981 2,850 1,278 1,572 554 703 18 952 591 27
1982 2,622 1,141 1,481 510 619 10 946 504 29
1983 2,575 1,113 1,462 508 594 10 910 513 37
1984 2,431 989 1,442 443 530 15 938 467 34
1985 2,503 957 1,546 427 518 12 1,005 492 48
1986 2,571 985 1,586 448 529 5 1,000 532 52
1987 2,427 933 1,494 424 498 8 968 486 35
1988 2,436 854 1,582 376 459 15 1,007 527 36
1989 2,318 903 1,415 371 512 11 883 474 42
1990 2,360 859 1,501 393 441 18 952 490 45
1991 2,297 779 1,518 359 413 7 931 520 55
1992 2,177 722 1,455 337 369 10 890 509 48
1993 2,289 780 1,581 330 362 12 989 542 43
1994 2,097 692 1,405 318 359 11 900 463 35
1995 1,868 547 1,321 255 282 9 874 387 50
1996 1,839 515 1,324 259 248 8 862 422 28
1997 1,668 451 1,217 239 202 9 761 401 40
1998 1,832 513 1,219 274 224 12 878 393 38
1999 1,642 424 1,218 221 190 11 812 338 62
Source-. U.S. Department of Justice, Bureau of Justice Statistics, "Homicide Trends in the United States"
[database online]. Available: http://www.oip.usdoi.gov/bis/homicide/homtmd.htm. Accessed 23 November
2003. Note: “Intimates” includes spouses, ex-spouses, boyfriends, and girlfriends. Some data have been
revised by the source and may differ from previous editions of the SOURCEBOOK.
It may be assumed that the substantial percent of female IPH victims that occur each year
is an example ofmales utilizing their patriarchal privileges, since IPH female victims
comprise a notable percentage of all homicides committed in the United States between
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1976 to 1999 (Table 1). The high number of female homicides that occur each year
indicates that the United States is a violent country for women.
In a study conducted by the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) on
the incidents of IPH during the time period 1981 to 1998, there were a total of 346,258
homicides recorded in the Federal Bureau of Investigation's (FBI) Supplemental
Homicide Reports (SHRs) database, ofwhich 35,601 (11.8%) were classified as IPH.*^
Homicides of females comprised the largest percentage ofall IPH. While women are
victims of IPH at a higher rate, factors do exist that indicate that males are also at risk of
becoming IPH victims. For example. Table 1 illustrates that the number of IPH victims
began declining in 1976. In this year, the total number of IPH victims was 2,957; with
female IPH victims comprising 1,600 of the victims while male IPH victims totaled
1,357. In 1999, the total number of IPH victims was 1,642 and females comprised 1,218
of the IPH victims. Table 1 also indicates that the largest decline in IPH victims were
was males, black and white.
Furthermore, Table 1 indicates that the number ofwhite female IPH victims has
consistently exceeded the number ofwhite male IPH victims. Yet, a further review of
Table 1 reveals that the number ofblack male IPH victims exceeded the number ofblack
female IPH victims from 1976 to 1985. For example, in 1978 the number ofblack male
IPH victims was 703 compared to 583 black female IPH victims. It was not until 1986
that the number ofblack female IPH victims, 532, exceeded the number of black male
Leonard J. Paulozzie, et al. "Surveillance for Homicide Among Intimate Partners: United
States, 1981-1998.”Morbidity andMortality Weekly Report (Atlanta, GA: Centers for Disease Control)
[database on-line]; available fromhttp://wvyw.cdc.gov/mm\vr/preview/mm'wrhtnil/ss5003al.htm: accessed
11 November 2002.
IPH victims, 529. A further review of the Table 1 illustrates that the numbers ofblack
male and black female IPH victims were closer together than those for white male and
white female victims. In 1990,1007 white females were IPH victims compared to 396
white male IPH victims; 527 black females were IPH victims and 459 black males were
victims.
Table 2. Estimated Adjusted Annual Rates Per 100,000 of Intimate Partner
Homicide by Victim’s Race and Sex, United States, 1981-1998
Race Male % Females % Total % M/F ratio
White 0.49 1.11 0.81 0.44
Black 4.11 3.55 3.77 1.16
AIAN 1.20 2.26 1.79 0.53
Asian or Pacific Islander* 0.19 0.92 0.57 0.21
Total 0.89 1.43 1.15 0.62
Source: Bureau of Justice Statistics, 2001. Note: *American Indian/Alaska Native.
Table 2 illustrates IPH victimization according to white and black population
ratios. According to this table, from 1981 to 1998 the IPH rates among females exceeded
rates among males for all races except for blacks, where the IPH rates among black males
greatly exceeded the rate of IPH among black females. Table 2 indicates that the highest
overall sex-specific rates were reported among blacks, followed by American
Indian/Alaska Natives (AIAN), whites, and Asian or Pacific Islanders.
The 1993 to 1999 rate of IPH showed a significant decline when compared to the
1976 IPH rates, where 11% of all murder victims were slain by an intimate partner.
During the period 1993 to 1999, there was a slight increase in the female IPH
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victimization rates, 30%, compared to the 1992 female EPH victimization rate of 28
In 1999, females were more likely than males to be murdered by an intimate
partner. IHP rates increased for women in the age group 35-49 and age 65 or older. In
addition, black women age 20-24 experienced more intimate violence than white women
(Table 3).*^
Table 3. Intimate Partner Homicide Rate Per 1,000
Females by Age 12 or Older, 1983-1999
Age ofVictim 1993 1994 1995 1996 1997 1998 1999
12-15 0.3 0.2 0.1 0.2 0.1 0.2 0.1
16-19 1.2. 1.1 1.1 1.0 0.8 0.9 0.8
20-24 2.3 1.9 1.9 1.7 1.7 1.9 1.6
25-34 2.5 2.4 2.0 2.1 1.9 2.0 1.7
35-49 2.4 2.1 1.1 2.2 2.0 2.1 2.1
50-64 0.8 0.7 0.6 0.6 0.6 0.5 0.6
65 or older 0.7 0.6 0.7 0.6 0.5 0.6 0.6
Source: Bureau of Justice Statistics, 2001.
A review of Table 3 indicates that the age of the victim also plays an important
part in the rate of IPH victimization. Between 1993 and 1999, male intimate partners
were responsible for 32% of the homicides ofwomen ages 20-24 and almost 40% of the
homicides ofwomen age 35-49.'^ Furthermore, Table 3 indicates that females age 35-49
were victims of IPH at a rate of approximately 2 per 1,000 throughout the years 1993-
1999. Also, the rate ofwomen age 50-64 and 65+ who were IHP victims changes very
little during this time. Table 3 also illustrates that the largest decrease in female IPH
"
Ibid., 3.
Callie Marie Reimison, “SpecialReport: Intimate Partner Violence andAge of Victim, 1993-
99,” Bureau of Justice Statistics, Rev. (November 2001), 3.
Ibid., 3.
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victims occurred within females ages 16-19. Table 3 clearly verified that between
1993 and 1999, IPH fell from 2.4 to 2.1 per 100,000 for the age group of 35-49 years.
In 1999, IPH accounted for 11% of all murders of both males and females.
Handguns murdered many of these victims of IPH, which appears to be the weapons of
choice, with knives and physical violence, respectively, as the other weapons of choice.
Hispanic (53.4%) and black (51%) females killed their intimate partners with handguns,
while white women (36%) were more prone to use other types of firearms. White female
IPH offenders had a higher rate ofusing a long gun (7.5%) compared to black female
IPH offenders (2.2%) and Hispanic female IPH offenders (0%).'^ These findings are
similar to the findings in Chapter 5. Guns continue to be the weapon ofchoice and black
women continue to have a higher incident ofbeing IPH prepetrators. The high rate of
black female IPH offenders suggests they have a history of committing IPH and gims are
their weapons of choice.
Although incidents of IPH exist among all cultures and ethnic/racial groups, IPH
rates are higher in black households. According to Robert Hamptom and Richard Gelles
research on spousal abuse in black families, while a few studies made reference to black
spousal abuse, they seldom discuss the high IPH rate ofblack women. There are few
studies that include references to the alarming rate of IPH among black spouses. Yet, the
rate of severe violence between black spouses is 133 per 1,000 compared to 30 per 1,000
Suzanne Keller, “The Piupose and Potential ofPublic Health Surveillance ofFamily and
Intimate Homicide.” On The Issues: The Progressive Woman‘s Quarterly 7 no. 1: 42, 31 January 1998
[journal on-line]; available from http://proquest.umi/Dadweb : Internet; accessed 16 November 2002.
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white spouses, indicating a social problem worthy ofconsideration.'^ They also
seldom mention that black women are equally identified as perpetrators and victims of
IPH.'* Yet, black women present a high incidence ofbeing EPH offenders as well as
victims.
While many studies concentrate on the prevalence ofhomicides in American
black families, only a few readily acknowledge that black females are more likely to kill
their intimate partners than females of other races. Peggy Plass’s analysis ofFBI
statistics indicated that the deaths of intimate partners account for 77% ofblack family
homicides nationwide. She asserts that there is a significant trend of IPH within the black
community, especially with black wives as the IPH perpetrators.'® This notable
contradiction to the established norm of females having higher IPH victimization rates
than men is illustrated by statistics that show that the black male IPH victimization rate is
higher than black women. In 1980 and 1990, black male intimate partners were killed at
'}C\
a rate of 5.67 and 6.37 per 100,000, respectively. Now the question that is asked
centers on what motivates intimate partners to commit homicide.
Several motives have been given for the occurrence of IPH. For men, the motive
given most often was jealousy or an attempt to prevent the female IPH victims from
leaving the relationship. M. E. Wolfgang’s 1958 study attributes violence among blacks
Robert L. Hamptom and Richard J. Gelles, “Violence Toward BlackWomen In A Nationally
Representative Sample OfBlack Family,” Journal ofComparative Family Studies 25, no. 1: 105, Spring
1994 [journal on-line]; available from http://proquest.umi/Dqdweb: Internet; accessed 7 January 2004.
Margo I. Wilson andMartin Daly, “Who Kills Whom In Spouse Killings? On The Exceptional
Sex Ratio Of Spousal Homicides In The United States,” Criminology 30 no. 2 (1992): 202.
Peggy Plass, “Homicide in America Black Families,” Journal ofBlack Studies, September 1993
[journal on-line]; available from http://proquest.umi/pQdweb: Internet; accessed 7 January 2003.
“ Ibid., Plass; Wilson and Daly, Who Kills Whom, 196.
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to a black subculture. This perspective implies that the social problems ofblacks are
inherently generated because of their disadvantaged low socioeconomic status.
Wolfgang suggests that black female IPH offenders are motivated by the failure ofblack
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men to protect them from the oppressions that they must face daily.
Wolfgang’s subculture perspective argues that black women exist in a subculture
O')
that views violent behavior as normal since violence is part of their daily lives.
Although Daly andWilson agree with this subculture perspeetive, they also suggest that
more women commit IPH because of recent social changes, sueh as increased labor
participation and “women’s liberation.”^^ Although this may explain why more non¬
black women are committing IPH, it does not explain the relatively high incidence of
black female IPH offenders. Black women have participated in the labor force in large
numbers since their arrival as slaves.^"* In addition, many black women did not
participate in the women’s liberation movement.
According to researcher Coramae Mann, when questioned about their motives for
committing IPH, many of the black female EPH offenders believe that they were justified
• • • •
m killing a male intimate partner as a form of self-defense. This self-defense approach
argues that black women take their personal defense into their own hands in retaliation
M E. Wolfgang, and F. Ferracuti, The Sub-Culture of Violence (London: Tavistock Publication,
1967); quoted in Paula D. McClain, “Black Females and Lethal Violence: Has Time Changed the
Circumstance Under Which They Kill?,” OMEGA: Journal ofDeath and Dying 13, no. 1 (1982-83): 14-16.
Ibid., 14-16.
Wilson and Daly, Who Kills Whom, 196.
^^Mae C. King, “Oppression and Power: The Unique Status of the BlackWomen In The American
Political System,” Social Science Quarter 56 (1975): 124.
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for present or past physical abuse or in defense of their children. Other justifications
for IPH have been attributed to being under the influence of alcohol and to the victim’s or
perpetrator’s lifestyle.
According to Paula McClain and other scholars, the place where the homicide
occurs plays a vital role in the circumstances that are associated with the event. In
reference to where most of IPH occurs, several studies have shown that when the IHP
offenders are female, a high percent (47%) of IPH occurs in the home and occurs after an
argument has taken place.^^ However, when the IPH offenders are males, the murders
often occur away from home. According to Mann and McClain, black women IPH
offenders are more likely to kill intimate partners after physical abuse has occurred.
Thus, many of the black females felt justified in killing their partners. When these
homicides occurwithin black women’s homes, the weapon used is a handgun and the
black female is the sole perpetrator. Additionally, as mentioned previously, black women
cite self-defense as their motive for committing the homicides.
According to Richard Rosenfeld's research, intimate partner homicide rates have
been declining for several years, especially concerning the rate ofwhite husbands and
Coramae R. Mann, fVhen Women Kill, (New York: State University ofNew York Press), 166-
167.
Angela Brown and Robert Fleming, Women as Victims or Perpetrators ofHomicide (Durham,
NH: Family Research Laboratory, University ofNew Hampshire); quoted in Carolyn Rebecca Block and
Antigone Christakos, “Intimate Partner Homicide In Chicago Over 29 Years,” Crime andDelinquency,
October 1995 [journal on-line]; available from http://www.proQuest.umi/pqdweb: Internet; accessed 15
November 2002.
Paula D. McClain, “Black Female and Lethal Violence: Has Time Changed The Circumstances
Under Which They Kill?” OMEGA: Journal ofDeath andDying 13, no. 1 (1982-83): 20.
R. H. Rose and P. D. McClain. Race, Place, and Risk: Black Homicide in Urban America
(Albany, N.Y.: State University ofNew York, 1990), 165; Carolyn Rebecca Block and Antigone
Christakos, “Intimate Partner Homicide in Chicago,” Crime and Delinquency, October 1995; [journal on¬
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black wives involved in the killing of their spouses. Although the majority of the
declining rates have been attributed to improvements in women’s economic status and
opportunities, improvement in perceptions ofwomen’s status and the growth in domestic
violence resources over the past 20 years, black women and otherminority women
seldom utilize available domestic resources or agencies before or after the act of
violence.^®
Yet, it is not just that the percentage of IPH female victims is decreasing, but that
the rate ofblack females killing their male partners has the largest area of decrease.
Nationally, females were responsible for murdering 1,642 intimate persons in 1999, of
which 424 (26%) were male intimate partners. The percentage of females serving time
for violent crimes decreased from 46% in 1976 to 41% inl986. Violent female offenders
were 61.4% more likely to have victimized a male than any one else. More specifically,
statistics for the City of Atlanta, Georgia for the period 1999 to 2001 reveal interesting
data.
Homicide Statistics in Atlanta, Georgia: 1999-2001
The city ofAtlanta began its existence as a tiny railroad junction called Terminus
and has grown into one the largest cities in the South. It is located in the northwest part
of the state and is the site of the state’s capitol. Although Atlanta was nearly destroyed
during the Civil War, it has become one of the largest cities in Georgia. It is known by
Richard Rosenfeld, “Research in Domestic Violence; Explaining the Decline in Intimate Partner
Homicide,”Gender Studies 17, no. 2: 4, 31 March 2000 [database on-line]; available from
http://proquest.umi/pqdweb: Internet; accessed 21 January 2003.
30 Ibid., Maim, 166-167.
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several names, two ofwhich are “the Gateway to the South,” and “Hotlanta.” As of
2000, the population ofmetro Atlanta was 416,474 and blacks comprise the large
percentage of its population at 61.4%. According to the most recent census population
count, females comprise 209,749 or 50.4% ofAtlanta’s population. In addition, single
"5 1
female heads ofhousehold comprise 26.3% or 44,298 ofmetro Atlanta’s population.
On the other hand, Atlanta has been the focus of several studies on homicide
trends. A 1984 study conducted by L. E. Saltzman, J. A Mercy, M. L. Rosenberg, W.R.
Elsea, G. Napper, R. K. Sikes, and R. J. Waxweiler focused on victims of intimate
assaults and homicide. According to this study, there was a large increase in the homicide
‘y'y
rate for both black and white residents during the period studied. It also illustrated that
black female homicide victimization increased from 2.0 to 3.4 per 100,000 and that a
relationship existed between low socioeconomic status and high homicide rates.
Table 4. Rates ofCity ofAtlanta Intimate Partner Homicide
Victim and Offender By Sex, 1999-2001
Sex Victim Offender
No. % No. %
Female 66 14.1 29 11.2
Male 401 85.9 225 86.5
Unknown - - 6 2.3
Total 467 100.0 260 100.0
Source: Atlanta Police Department Supplemental Homicide Reports, 1999-2001
United States Census Report 2000, [database on-line]; available from
http://factfinder.census.gov.servlet/OTTable? ts=79472822960: Internet; accessed 12 March 2003.
L. E. Saltzman, J. A. Mercy, M. L. Rosenberg, W.R. Elsea, G. Napper, R. K. Sikes, and R. J.
Waxweiler, '‘‘^Magnitude and Patterns ofFamily and Intimate Assault in Atlanta, Georgia, 1984."
Collaborative Working Group for the Study ofFamily and Intimate Assaults in Atlanta, Violence Victims 5,
no.l (1990 Spring): 3-17.
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A review of the City ofAtlanta Police Department’s Supplemental Homicide
Reports (SHR) during the 1999 to 2001 timeframe illustrates the context ofhomicide
within the city ofAtlanta, Georgia. As show in Table 4, 14.1% of the homicide victims
were females during 1999 to 2001 in Atlanta. Table 5 shows that blacks comprised a high
percentage ofhomicide victims (80.9%) as well as offenders (81.6%) 1999 to 2001 in
Atlanta. Table 6 indicates a higher number of offenders than victims for males, but on
the contrary, a higher number ofvictims than offenders for females. This contrast by
gender indicates that more often a co-offender was involved in male homicides and a co¬
victim was involved in female homicides.
Table 5. Rates ofCity OfAtlanta Intimate Partner Homicide
Victims and Offenders by Race, 1999-2001
Race Victims Offenders
No. % No. %
Black 378 80.9 208 81.6
White 87 18.6 46 18.0
Unknown 2 .4 1 .4
Total 467 100.0 255 100.0
Source: Atlanta Police Department Supplemental Homicide Reports, 1999-2001.
Table 6. Rates ofCity ofAtlanta Homicide Victims and
Offenders by Race and Sex, 1999-2001
Race: Victims Offenders
Female Male Female Male
No. % No. % No. % No. %
Black 49 10.5 329 70.5 23 9.0 184 72.6
White 17 3.6 70 15.0 5 2.0 41 16.0
Unknown 0 0 2 .4 1 .4 - -
Total 66 14.1 401 85.9 12 11.5 226 88.6
Source: Atlanta Police Department Supplemental Homicide Reports, 1999-2001.
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Table 7. Rates ofCity ofAtlanta Homicide Victims
and Offenders by Age, 1999-2001.
Age Victims Offenders
No. % No. %
Under 10 years 6 1.3 - -
12-15 years 11 2.4 14 5.6
16-19 years 49 10.6 48 19.1
20-24 years 78 16.8 62 24.7
25-34 years 144 31.0 67 26.7
35-49 years 146 31.6 54 21.5
50-64 years 29 6.3 5 2.0
65 years + 1 .2 1 .4
Unknown - - 2 12.5
Total 264 100.0 251 100.0
Source: Atlanta Police Department Supplemental Homicide Reports, 1999-2001.
Table 7 discloses the highest probability ofhomicide victimization for those in the
age group of 35-49 years (31.6%), whereas the highest culpability of offenders are among
those in the age groups of20-24 and 25-34 years (24.7% and 26.7%, respectively).
Additionally, the homicide victimization rate of individuals in the 20-24 age group,
16.8%, was higher than individuals in the 16-19 age group, 10.6%, while homicide
offender and victimization rates of individuals in the 65 years and older age group was
very low, 0.2% and 0.4%. This pattern resembles the national data in 1993 and 1999,
where victims and perpetrators were concentrated in the 20-34 and 35-49 age groups at
32% and 40% respectively.^^ Thus, Atlanta’s homicide victim and offender patterns by
age are similar to those of the nation.
Rennison, Intimate Partner Violence, 3.
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Table 8. Rates ofHomicides in the City ofAtlanta by Offender’s
Relation to the Victim By Race, 1999-2001
Relationship to Victim Offender Race
Black White Other Total %
Acquaintances 59.1 43.4 - 55.6
Domestic Partners 11.4 13.7 - 12.1
Strangers 25.1 37.7 100.0 28.0
Other Family Members 4.4 3.8 - 4.3
Total 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0
Source: Atlanta Supplemental Homicide Reports 1999-2001.
In reference to victim-offender relationship, Table 8 illustrates that victims were
offenders’ acquaintances in 55.6% of the cases, whereas they were strangers in 28% of
the cases. For black offenders 59.1% of the victims were acquaintances and 25.1% were
strangers, while the numbers for white offenders were 43.4% and 37.7%, respectively.
Thus, the offender-victim relationships by race indicate that black offenders more
frequently kill their acquaintances, while white offenders more frequently kill strangers.
Table 8 also indicates a homicide that occurs between domestic partners (12.1%)
involves white offenders more frequently (13.7%) than their black counterparts (11.4%).
In contrast, black offenders are responsible more frequently for killing family members
(4.4%), than are white offenders (3.8%).
Table 9 points out that most (84.3%) of the men and one half (50%) of the women
were victims ofhomicide committed with guns. The loss of life with guns by race and
gender occurred in the following order: white men (87.1%), black men (83.5%), black
women (44.9%), and white women (4.7%).
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Table 9. Weapons Used by Race ofVictim, 1999-2001
Black White Other Total
Weapon Female Male Female Male Female Male Female Male
Guns 49.9 83.5 4.7 87.1 - 100.0 50.0 84.3
Knives 10.2 3.7 17.6 4.3 - - 12.1 3.8
Physical 38.8 6.1 5.9 5.7 - - 30.0 6.0
Force
Physical 4.1 4.0 5.9 - - - 4.5 3.3
Object
Other - .3 5.9 - - 5.9 .3
Unknown - 2.4 2.9 - - - 2.5
Total 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 . 100.0 100.0 100.0
Source: Atlanta Police Department Supplemental Homicide Reports, 1999-2001.
The next weapon of choice was physical force, which was used to kill 30% of the
female victims and 6% of the male victims. The loss of life due to physical force by race
and gender occurred in the following order: black women (38.8%), black men (6.1%),
white women (5.9%); and white men (5.7%). This pattern differs from national statistics,
which record knives as the second weapon of choice. Table 9 also shows that 12.1% of
the women and 3.8% of the men were victims ofhomicide with knives. The loss of life
due to the use of knives by race and gender transpired in the following manner: white
women (17.6%), black women (10.2%), white men (4.3%), and black men (3.7%). The
patterns point out that guns and physical force were used to kill a significant percentage
ofblack women, and knives were used to kill a large number ofwhite women.
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Table 10. Circumstances ofHomicide by Race ofVictim, 1999-2001
Victim
Black White
Circumstances Female Male Female Male
Domestic Arguments 11.5 .5 22.2 2.7
Arguments 42.5 51.0 55.6 35.1
Robbery 23.1 22.8 22.2 56.8
Drug Related 3.8 10.9 - -
Felon Killed By police Or Private
Citizen
3.8 12.3 - 5.4
Sexual Assault 3.8 - - -
Other Including Suicide Or Abuse 11.5 2.5 - -
Total 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0
Source: Atlanta Police Department Supplemental Homicide Reports, 1999-2001.
Table 10 shows that arguments triggered the killing of 55.6% of the white
women, 51% of the black men, 42.5% of the black women, and 35.1% of the white men.
In reference to the race and gender of victims killed during robbery, the following pattern
occurred: white men (56.8%), black women (23.1%), black men (22.8%); and white
women (22.2%). On the other hand, for persons killed during domestic arguments by
race and gender, the following pattern emerged: white women (22.2%), black women (11
.5%), white men (2.7%), and black men (0.5%). In addition, police or private citizens
were responsible for killings of 10.9% black men, 3.8% ofblack women, and 5.4% of
white men in the respective homicide categories. Table 11 demonstrates that the majority
ofhomicides occurred in the months of January (10.9%), July (10.5%), and November
(10.5). Together, these 3 months accounted for nearly one-third of all homicides during
the 3-year period.
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Table 11. Year ofHomicide Occurrence by Month, City ofAtlanta, 1999-2001
Months Year
1999 2000 2001 Total
No. % No. % No. % No. %
January 10 6.7 14 8.5 27 8.5 51 10.9
February 9 6.0 6 3.6 9 5.9 24 5.1
March 8 5.4 10 6.1 6 3.9 24 5.1
April 16 10.7 8 4.8 20 13.1 44 9.4
May 14 9.4 16 9.7 14 9.2 44 9.4
June 13 8.7 10 6.1 12 7.8 35 7.5
July 25 16.8 14 8.5 10 6.5 49 10.5
August 8 5.5 19 11.5 11 7.2 38 8.1
September 9 6.0 11 6.7 10 6.5 30 6.4
October 13 8.7 22 13.3 11 7.2 46 9.9
November 16 10.7 20 12.1 13 8.5 49 10.5
December 8 5.4 15 9.1 10 6.5 33 7.1
Total 149 100.0 165 100.0 153 100.0 467 100.0
Source: Atlanta Police Department Supplemental Homicide Reports, 1999-2001.
When observed for each year, July for 1991 and January for 2001 were the modal
months for homicide occurrences. The annual trends show an increase from 149
homicides in 1999 to 165 in 2000 and a slight decline to 153 in 2001. February and
March are typically the months with the lowest occurrences ofhomicides in all 3 years
(1999-2001).
Overall, women face violence routinely, mostlywithin the home sphere.
Violence against women by intimate partners has been considered to be a norm rather
than the exception. Although domestic violence takes place in various forms, physical
violence is most often used against women to exercise male privilege and male
domination over them. Extant literature has endorsed conclusively the role ofmale
privilege/superiority on female subjugation/inferiority.
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Extreme cases of domestic violence usually result in the murder (homicide) of
an intimate partner, frequently the female partner. In recognition of the severity of this
worldwide problem, the United Nations issued a General Assembly Resolution against
domestic violence. This social problem in the United States has been pervasive at all
levels—class, race, religion, and other social strata. Tragically, as recently as the 1980s
and 1990s in the United States experienced 11.8% of female homicides were reported.
During the same period, IPH resulted in more female victims than males for all
races except for blacks, where the male victims frequently exceeded female victims.
Although the number ofwhite female IPH victims exceeds the number ofblack female
IPH victims, few studies have noticed that black women are equal as perpetrators and
victims of EPH.
An analysis of the Atlanta Supplemental Homicide Reports, 1999-2001, shows
that blacks and women (i.e., both racial and gender minorities) continue to face high risks
ofhomicide. For example, during 1999 to 2001, blacks comprised 80.9% of the
homicide victims and 81.6% of the homicide offenders.
The context of the problem clearly shows that while the reports of domestic
violence and homicide are gradually decreasing, that homicide is a long-lasting social
problem across all levels of social groups. Black women have a relatively higher
percentage ofperpetrators ofhomicide than do white women, but few studies have
investigated the cause of this phenomenon. The literature has often attributed to social
milieu that black women existent within a subculture of violence. Seldom attributed as a
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contributing factor is the gender role identity ofblack women, which may increase
their ability to commit IPH.
CHAPTER V
DATA FINDINGS ANALYSIS
This chapter focuses exclusively on black female homicide offenders in the city of
Atlanta, Georgia. The study data on pertinent homicide cases was extracted with the
assistance of the Atlanta Police Department (APD) from two sources: first, the monthly
compilations of supplemental homicide reports (SHR); and second, the individual
homicide arrest reports (HAR) for the years of 1999,2000, and 2001. During this 3-year
period, Atlanta reported 22 black female homicide incidents and arrested 18 black female
offenders. The discrepancy between the homicide reports and arrests is attributable to co-
offender involvement, co-victimization, or unidentified offenders where an arrest is yet to
be made. In the case of co-offender involvement, there should be more offenders for a
given incident, that is, more arrests per an incident, which results in a higher number of
arrests than reports. Here the situation is opposite, i.e., the number of reports exceeds the
number of arrests. As for the reporting of additional co-victimization, (which in essence
results in a higher number of reports than that of arrests), another explanation was also
considered. However, the individual arrest data forms (obtained from the APD) allowed
the researcher to screen each case by number ofvictims. This process revealed that none
of the 18 black females under study had co-victims. Thus, the researcher reasoned that
“unidentified offenders where an arrest is yet to be made” remains as the possible answer




Demographic and Physical Characteristics
The offender’s age represents the demographic characteristic while the size of the
offender (height, weight, and build) is considered the physical characteristic.
Demographic and physical characteristics (Table 12) indicate that all offenders in the
study ranged between 16 to 49 years. This is perhaps a significant finding for female
offenders because they enter into intimate relationships during this stage—^the stage that
covers the reproductive span. The majority ofblack female offenders were in the age
group of20 to 34 years (68.2% in SHR vs. 61.1% in HAR). The lifecycles and life
experiences tend to mount tensions between intimate partners in this age group, which
might cause altercations and disputes that, in extreme situations, may result in homicides.
Table 12. Black Female IPH Offender Age, 1999-2001
Offender Age SHR* (No.=22) HAR **(No.=18)
No. % No. %
16-19 years 3 13.6 2 11.1
20-24years 8 36.4 6 33.3
25-34 years 7 31.8 5 27.8
35-49 years 4 18.2 3 16.7
Unknown - - 2 11.1
Total 22 100.0 18 100.0
Source: Atlanta Supplemental Homicide Reports, 1999 -2001; Atlanta Police
Department, Note: * SHR = Atlanta Supplemental Homicide Reports, 1999 -2001.
** HAR = Atlanta Police Department Homicide Arrest Reports, 1999-2001.
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Table 13. Homicide Arrest Report Data on Black
Female IPH Offenders Height, 1999-200 (N=18)
Age No. %
5ft-5ft4in 5 27.8
5ft 5in-5ft Sin 3 16.7
5ft 9in-6ft 4 22.2
Unknown 6 33.3
Total 18 100.0
Source: Atlanta Police Department Homicide Arrest Reports,
1999-2001.
Tables 13 to 15 present data on the size of the offender in terms ofheight, weight,
and build. For those on whom this data was reported, they were frequently found to be
short (5’ to 5’ 4”), medium weight (120-139 pounds), and distributed evenly between two
extreme builds—^thin/slender and fat/heavy/large. None were reportedly ofmedium
build. While short and thin women may have retaliated with fear to the aggression and
overpowering by their intimate male partners, fat/heavy/large women may have been
triggered to anger because of routine ridicule and constant intimidation with verbal
epithets and slurs directed towards them by their partners, which may have resulted in
homicide.
Table 14. Arrest Report Data on Black Female
IPH Offender’sWeig lit, 1999-2001
Offenders Weight No. %
120-139 lb 4 22.2
140-159 lb 2 11.1




Source-. Atlanta Police Department Homicide Arrest Reports,
1999-2001.
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Table 15. IPH Offender’s Homicide Arrest
Report by Build, 1999-2001
Offender’s Build No. %
Thin & Slender 4 22.3
Fat, Heavy or Large 5 27.9
Unknown 9 50.0
Total 18 100.0
Source: Atlanta Police Department Homicide Arrest Report,
1999-2001.
Incident-related Characteristics
Data on nine incident-related characteristics was extracted from the arrest reports
of each offender; temporal variations, injury, sobriety, motive, weapon, incident, charges,
family violence, and circumstances. Circumstances refers situation that caused the IPH
to occur, such as fight or arguments. However, supplemental homicide data was
available on only three of these characteristics—temporal variations, weapon, and
circumstances. Where available, a comparison ofboth data sets was made.
Temporal Characteristics. Table 16 indicates that most homicides occurred on
Wednesdays (22.2%) and on Saturdays (22.2%). Tuesdays and Sundays proved the least
likely days that a black woman would kill someone.
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Table 16. IPH Offenders Homicide Arrest
Report by Incident Day, 1999-2001









Source: Atlanta Police Department Homicide Arrest Report,
1999-2001.
Homicides on Saturdays may at least in part be accounted for by triggering
events, sueh as arguments, fights, cheating, flirting, or verbal abuse that may have taken
place on preeeding (Friday) nights. Although no eonelusive explanation ean be found for
frequent killings on Wednesdays, some of the same eauses could be inferred. In addition,
the woman may wish to avoid the presence ofchildren when she commits the homicide
act, thereby choosing a day on which the ehild is in school. In fact, data in Table 18
shows that two-thirds of the homieides occurred at the time when ehildren are at school
or asleep.
Table 17 indieates that a high percentage of IPHs oecurred during the months of
April (SHR 17.4% and AR 16.7%) and June (SHR 17.4% and AR 11.1%). Both SHR
data and AR data show that a very small percentage ofhomicides oeeurred during the
months ofAugust, September, and October. This may be based on people letting go of
the last pent-up emotion of the winter months.
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No. % No. %
January 3 13.0 1 5.6
March 1 4.3 1 5.6
April 4 17.4 3 16.7
May 1 4.3 2 11.1
June 4 17.4 2 11.1
July 3 13.0 2 11.1
August 1 4.3 1 5.6
September 1 4.3 1 5.6
October 1 4.3 1 5.6
November 3 13.0 2 11.1
December 1 4.3 2 11.1
Total 23 100.0 18 100.0
Source-. Atlanta Police Department Homicide Arrest Reports, 1999-2001.
Note: * Atlanta Supplemental Homicide Reports. ’'‘*City ofAtlanta Police
Department Homicide Arrest Reports.
Table 18 shows that the highest percentage (38.9%) of the black female-
perpetrated homicide incidents occurred during the nighttime hours, while 27.8% were
committed during the morning hours and another 27.8% in the evenings. This is in
keeping with findings elsewhere in the literature.* A possible explanation, as given
before, could be that they tried to avoid the presence of their children while committing
the homicide. In addition, this may imply that some of the homicides were planned and
were not a spontaneous occurrence.
* Coramae Mann, “Female Murderers and their Motives: A Tale ofTwo Cities, in Intimate
Violence: Interdisciplinary Perspectives, ed. Emilio C. Viano (Washington, Philadelphia, London:
Hemisphere Publishing), 75-76.
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Table 18. Intimate Partner Homicides
by Time ofOccurrence, 1999-2001
Time No. %
11 pm - 4 am 7 38.9
11 am - 4 pm 5 27.8
5 pm -10 pm 5 27.8
Unknown 1 5.6
Total 18 100.0
Source: Atlanta Police Department Homicide Arrest Reports,
1999-2001.
Table 19. Intimate Partner Homicide by
Year ofOccurrence, 1999-2001
Year SHR*0h^o.=23) HAR** o 00
No. % No. %
1999 9 39.1 6 33.3
2000 9 39.1 5 27.8
2001 5 21.7 7 38.9
Total 23 100.0 18 100.0
Source: Atlanta Police Department Homicide Arrest Reports, 1999-2001.
Table 19 shows a mixed trend between SHR data and HAR data during the 3-year
period. That is, while SHR data show homicides remaining at the same level between
1999 and 2000 (at 39.1%) and declining to 21.7% in 2001, HAR data show an initial
decline from 33.3% in 1999 to 27.8% in 2000 and a rapid increase to 38.9% in 2001. The
differences in year percentage may be based on the reporting techniques of the reporting
police departments or improved reporting techniques.
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Table 20. Black Female Intimate Partner Offenders Injury-related
Characteristics by Injury Extent, Location, and Type, 1999-2001
Injury Characteristics











Offender’s Injury Type No. %
None 5 27.8
Bruises and cut 2 11.1
Unknown 11 61.1
Total 18 100.0
Source: Atlanta Police Department Homicide Arrest Reports, 1999-2001.
Injury Characteristics. Three variables related to injury—^the extent, location,
and type of injury—^reveal the following information. Table 20 illustrates that, for over
two-thirds of the offenders, information on any of the three injury-related variables was
unknown to the police. For those for which the information was available, the injury
extent was minor (if any) in the form ofbruises or cuts on the neck or face. From this, it
can be construed that most of the homicide incidents did not involve a struggle or
physical fight between the victim and offender, and, in some cases, the victim may well
have been sleeping (especially those that occurred between 11:00 p.m. and 4:00 a.m.).
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Source: Atlanta Police Department Homicide Arrest
Reports, 1999-2001.
Sobriety. Table 21 shows that the sobriety of the IPH offenders was not known for
three-fourths of the cases, and the remaining one-fourth were found to be sober. In
Maim’s profile of female murderers, approximately one-third of the offenders were under
the influence of alcohol. There is a possibility that some of those whose sobriety was
unknown may fall into Marm’s profile.^
^
Ibid., 76
^ Coramae Maim’s profile of the female murder and her crime reveals an offense that is primarily
intersexual, intraracial, and intrafamilial; committed by an offender who tends to be about 32 years of age,
black (79.8%), unenployed (62.6%), a mother (85.5%), and ever married or common-law married (67.7%).
According to Mann, the female murder usually acts alone in the commissioning of the murder (90.4%),
kills someone close to her (75.4%) with a gun (57.9%), usually a pistol (87.1%), in a residence on a
weekend night. These female offenders committed the murders alone (90.4%) and the majority (71.1) did
not preplan or was the act premeditated. In addition, only 36.8% were under the influence of alcohol at the
time of the offense and only 9.9% were affected by narcotic. Although there were not any instances where
being under the influence of a substance was given as a motive by the offender, the victim had been
drinking in 60% of the case, 20.2% were drunk and only 5.4% were under the influence ofnarcotics.
Coramae Richey Maim, “Female Murderers and Their Motives: A Tale ofTwo Cities,” in Intimate
Violence: Interdisciplinary Perspectives, ed. Emilio C. Viano (Bristol, PA: Hemisphere Publishing
Corporation, 1979), 75-76.
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Table 22. Intimate Partner Homicide Motives
Motive No. %
Domestic argument, physical fight provoked by victim 6 33.3
Argument, verbal 2 11.1
Argument, dmg/alcohol related 2 11.1
Robbery 2 11.1
Robbery, drug sales 1 5.6
Unknown 5 27.8
Total 18 100.0
Source: Atlanta Police Department Arrest Reports, 1999-2001.
Motives. Table 22 shows that over one-halfof the homicides resulted from
arguments, ofwhich 60% were triggered by domestic arguments and physical fights
provoked by the victim. The remaining 40% included verbal altercations and drug- and
alcohol related arguments. For those homicides not related to arguments, the motive
appears to be robbery and/or drug sales. In an earlier study conducted by Cazenave and
Zahn, domestic arguments that involved male victims usually occurred when the male
victims tried to physically coerce the female offenders into committing acts that they
refused to accomplish.'*
* Noel A. Cazenave and Margaret A. Zahn, “Women, Murder, and Male Domination: Police
Reports ofDomestic Violence in Chicago and Philadelphia,” ia Intimate Violence: Interdisciplinary
Perspectives, ed. Emilio C. Viano (Bristol, PA: Hemisphere Publishing Corporation, 1979), 89.
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No. % No. %
Gun 11 45.8 8 44.4
Knife 8 33.3 6 33.3
Physical object, i.e. bat, rope, cane 2 9.1 2 11.1
Physical force 1 4.5 2 11.1
Source: Atlanta Supplemental Homicide Reports, 1999-2001; City ofAtlanta Police
Department Homicide Incident Reports, 1999-2001.Note: * Atlanta Supplemental
Homicide Reports, **City ofAtlanta Police Department Homicide Arrest Reports
Weapon. In reference to the type weapon used to commit the homicide act, guns
were used in most (SHR 45.8% and AR 44.4%) of the homicide cases, similar to the
findings in Mann’s profile of a female homicide offender.^ Knives were used in 33.3%
of the incidents and physical objects in 9.1%. Physical force was the least used weapon
(SHR 4.5% and AR 11.1%). Cazenave and Zahn found in their study that female
homicide offenders tend to use knives.^ The increase accessibility of guns and more
people having guns in their homes has been cited as the reasons for the change in
weapons.
^ Mann, Female Murderers, 75-76.
® Cazenave and Zahn, Reports ofDomestic Violence, 89.
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Parking lot/garage 1 5.6
Residence/home 8 44.4
Apartment/multifamily dwelling 6 33.3
Total 18 100.0
Source: Atlanta Police Department Homicide Arrest Reports,
1999-2001.
Incident Location. Table 24 illustrates that three-fourths of the homicides took
place in a residential setting, that is, home (44.4%) or apartment (33.3%). This finding is
consistent withMann’s female homicide offender profile, which states that the majority
of intimate partner homicides (87.1%) occurred in the offender’s home.^ Other locations
include hotel/motel (5.6%), parking lot/garage (5.6%) or highway/road (11.1%).
Table 25. Homicide Intimate Partner Offenders
Incarceration Charges, 1999-2001
Offender's incarceration charge No. %
Murder/life sentence 1 5.6
Voluntary manslaughter 2 11.1
Obstruction of law enforcement officer 1 5.6
Unknown 14 77.8
Total 18 100.0
Source: Atlanta Police Department Homicide Arrest Reports, 1999-2001.
’Maim, Female Murderers, 15-16.
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Arrest Charges and Family Violence. Table 25 points out that only one-third of
the 18 black female IPH offenders had been incarcerated for homicide offense. This
percentage is somewhat lower than in Mann’s study, which showed 56.1% of the females
arrested previously had received prison time.* Nearly 6% of the offenders had been
charged withmurder and received life sentences and 11.1% were charged with voluntary
manslaughter or obstruction of a law enforcement officer. Table 26 disclosed that 72.2%
of the homicides were the result of family violence—^that is, victim-provoked instances.
This percentage also indicates the probability that of three out of four homicides were
triggered by family violence.
Table 26. Family Violence





Source: Atlanta Police Department Homicide Arrest Reports,
1999-2001.
Circumstances. In Table 27, SHR records show that arguments account for most
of the homicides (76.2) perpetrated by black females. Similarly, the HARs show that
domestic arguments were the major cause of EPH (77.8%) (Table 27). Thus, a possibility
ofdefinitional mismatch between the two data sets exists.
Ibid., 71.
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Table 27. Circumstances of Intimate Partner Homicide





No. % No. %
Domestic Arguments 1 4.8 14 77.8
Arguments 16 76.2 - -
Robbery 4 19.0 2 11.1
Unknown - - 2 11.1
Total 21 100.0 18 100.0
Source: Atlanta Supplemental Homicide Reports, 1999-2001; City ofAtlanta
Police. Department Homicide Arrest Reports, 1999-2001.
Note: * Atlanta Supplemental Homicide Reports, 1999-2001. **City ofAtlanta
Police Department Homicide Arrest Reports.
PriorArrestHistory ofthe Offender. Table 28 points out that only 5.6% (N=l) of
the black female offenders were known to have prior arrest history. While prior arrest
history was unknown for 77.8%, no prior history existed for 16.7% of the black women
offenders. Thus, in general these women are not habitual offenders. However, a
possibility remains that some of these women may have occasionally violated the law but
evaded the criminal justice system.
Table 28. Intimate Partner Homicide Offenders’
Prior Arrest History





Source: Atlanta Police Department Homicide Arrest Report,
1999-2001.
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Table 29. PersonsWho Identified Intimate
Partner Offenders, 999-2001
Offender ED No. %
Witness 4 22.2
Police 5 27.8




Source: Atlanta Police Department Homicide Arrest
Report 1999-2001.
Identification ofOffender. Table 29 shows that the police identified 27.8% of the
black female IPH offenders. This can be interpreted as homicide incidents taking place
with only the victims and the offenders present at the homicide location. This is
consistent with Coramae Maim’s profile of a female homicide offender as one who acts
alone in the commission of a murder.^ When witnesses were available, they were only
able to provide identification of the homicide offender in 22.2% of the homicide
incidents. The homicide victims identified the offenders in 11.1% of the IPH incidents.
Victim’s Characteristics
Demographic and Physical Characteristics
For the victims, information on three demographic characteristics—age, race, and
sex—^were available fi’om Homicide Arrest Reports. Tables 30 and 31 show that 9 out of
10 victims ofblack female homicide are likely to be black and male. This observation is




domestic arguments and victim provocations. It does indicate that many of these
offenders as well as victims are heterosexual partners, since the only female victim was
the daughter of a black female offender.





Source: Atlanta Police Department Homicide Arrest
Reports, 1999-2001.





Source: Atlanta Police Department Arrest Homicide Reports,
1999-2001.
Table 32. Age ofVictims
Age No. %
12-15 years 1 5.6
16-19 years 2 11.1
25-34 years 5 27.8
35-39 years 4 22.2
50-64 years 2 11.1
Unknown 4 22.2
Total 18 100.0
Source: Atlanta Police Department Homicide Arrest
Report, 1999-2001.
Age of Victims. Age wise, (see Table 32), victims were found to be older than
offenders. Table 32 indicates that the modal age group for victims was 25-49 years
Ill
(50%). This is not an unusual finding given the male-female relationship, in which men
are usually older than women. Unfortunately, the older age along with the male gender
may work in favor ofmale domination over young women, causing early onset of
problems such as domestic disputes, arguments, and sporadic violence, progressing to
eventual fatality ofhomicide. A distinction by gender can be made since all ofhomicide
offenders were black females.
Incident-related Characteristics
Injury-related Characteristics. Table 33 illustrates that unlike offenders, the
injuries of these victims are serious (27.8%) and fatal (66.7%). Most of the injuries
(83%) are located in the upper portion of the bodies—^neck, face, head, shoulder, and
chest. Two-thirds of the injuries are caused by gunshots and stab wounds. Strangulation
was reported in only one case. Literature suggests that men are more prone to use
strangulation as a method ofkilling female victims than vice versa.
Sobriety. Because the status of sobriety of the victim is unknown for 17 out of 18
cases (94.4%), no reasonable interpretation can be made. (See Table 21.)
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Table 33. Victim’s Injury-related Characteristics
Injury Relatec Characteristics





Victim’s injury location No. %
Chest 7 28.7
Chest/Back 1 5.6
Face/Right Shoulder 1 5.6
Facial 1 5.6
Head 2 11.1




Victim’s Injury Type No. %
Gun Shot 7 38.9





Source: Atlanta Police Department Homicide Arrest Report, 1999-2001.
Victim-Offender Relationship
According to Table 34, most of these black female homicides (60%) are against
men who have had inmate relationships with the offenders at one time or other—
boyfriend, ex-boyfriend, common-law husband, husband, and ex-husband.
Acquaintances and other familymembers were occasionally the victims ofblack female
homicides. Strangers were very infrequently the victims ofblack female homicides.
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Table 34. City ofAtlanta Intimate Partner Homicide
Offenders’ to Victims, 1999-2001
Relationship to Victim
SHR*("No.=24) HAR** (No.=18)
No. % No. %
Acquaintance 4 15.4 3 16.7
Girlfriends 7 26.9 4 22.2
Ex-Girlfriends 2 9.2 1 5.6
Wife 1 4.5 1 5.6
Ex-wife - - 1 5.6
Common law wives 3 13.6 2 11.1
Stranger 4 15.4 1 5.6
Friend 1 4.5 - -
Other Family Member 1 4.5 1 5.1
Unknown 1 1 4.5 5 1 27.8
Source: Atlanta Supplemental Homicide Reports, 1999-2001; City ofAtlanta Police
Department Homicide Incident Reports, 1999-2001. Note: * Atlanta Supplemental
Homicide Reports; **City OfAtlanta Police Department Homicide Arrest Reports.
Hypotheses
These findings are in line with those in Mann’s profile of female homicides,
which suggests that married or common-law partners are frequently the victims of female
homicides. The purpose of this study was to examine the relationship between the act of
domestic violence and the high rate ofblack female offenders who commit homicidal
acts against their intimate partners. This was accomplished by using descriptive analysis,
which consisted of cross-tabulations, and inferential analysis, which consisted of a trend
analysis.
The following hypotheses were tested and the following conclusions were
determined from the data:
Hypothesis 1: Black female homicides do not usually involve co-offenders or co¬
victims. This hypothesis is confirmed because the police identified approximately 60%
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of the black female intimate partner homicide (IPH) victims. This suggests homicide
incidents taking place with only the victim and the offender present at the homicide
location. This is consistent with Coramae Mann’s profile of a female homicide offender
that acts alone in the commission of a murder.
Hypothesis 2: The physical characteristics ofblack women play a significant role
in committing homicide. Analysis shows that the height, weight, and build of the black
female IPH offenders play important roles in committing of IPH. As demonstrated by the
data, black female IPH offenders are frequently short (5’ to 5’ 4”) and ofmedium weight
(120-139 pounds). In addition, in reference body size, IPH offenders are evenly
distributed between two extreme body built—thin/slender and fat/heavy/large. Thus, this
suggests that short and thin women who commit fatal/homicidal actions intend to end or
prevent past and current abuse by retaliating against aggression in such a way to ensure
that their intimate male partners do not have the opportunity to retaliate. Fat/heavy/large
black female offenders may have been triggered to anger as retaliation against routine
ridicule and constant intimidation with verbal epithets and slurs directed towards them by
their partners may have triggered the anger of fat/heavy/large black female IPH
offenders.
Hypothesis 3: There are significant temporal variations (i.e., day, time, and
month) in black female homicide patterns. This hypothesis is confirmed based on the
findings that approximately 40% of the black female-perpetrated homicide incidents
having occurred during the earlymorning hours, 11 a.m. to 4 a.m., while morning and
Ibid., 75.
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evening hours accounted for approximately 30% each. This is in keeping with findings
elsewhere in the literature." Black women’s prevalence of choosing the early morning
hours may be an attempt to protect their children and other family members while they
are committing the homicide. In reference to the month of occurrence, data analysis
revealed that a high percentage of IPH occurred during the months ofApril and June.
Homicides may be more prevalent in these months because they mark the drastic changes
of seasons from winter confinement to springtime (April) and summer (June). During
these months, emotions may be more intense due to letting go of the last pent-up emotion
of the winter months, and summertime means more people are interacting with each
other. In addition, a very small percentage ofhomicides occurred during the months of
August, September, and October.
Hypothesis 4: Black females commit homicides with guns and knives to avoid
possible retaliation. This hypothesis is confirmed. Guns were used in approximately
45% of the homicides committed by black female homicide offenders, while knives were
used in approximately 30% of IPH. In addition, black women seldom use physical force
as a weapon since it may involve physical contact and/or result in their personal injury.
This can be concluded as an act of self-protection or survival. This conclusion is further
supported by the data, which illustrates that a high percentage of the injuries (83%) to the
victim were located in the upper portion of the bodies—neck, face, head, shoulder, and
chest. This conclusion is supported by the Cazenave and Zahn study that found black
Ibid., 75-76.
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female homicide offenders have a propensity to use knives when committing IPH.*^ Yet,
this study does not agree with the Cazenave and Zahn conclusion that these weapons,
especially knives, are the weapons of choice based on the offenders’ membership within
a specific subculture. Instead, this research concludes that the use of guns ensures that
victims will not be able to retaliate and knives because they are weapons readily available
in the home. This conclusion is fiuther supported by the large percentage (77.7%) of
black female-perpetrated IPH incidents that occur in the victims’ or prepetrators’ home or
apartment.
Hypothesis 5; Domestic arguments and altercations are frequent causes of
homicides by black females. This hypothesis is confirmed by the data that shows
(domestic) arguments are the major cause of IPH committed by black females
(approximately 77%). In reference to the definitional mismatch that indicates domestic
arguments and arguments as the major cause ofhomicides committed by black females,
Coramae Marm suggests that police investigators often label arguments between
intimates as “argument” rather than “domestic argument.” This mislabeling may be the
cause of the definitional mismatch of terms that occurred during the data analysis. The
mislabeling ofhomicide incidents, such as arguments instead of domestic arguments may
result in the miscalculation IPH events.
Hypothesis 6: Victims ofblack female homicides are frequently older black
males. This hypothesis has also been confirmed because majority of the victims were
men, and fifty% of those male victims were in the modal age group of 24-49. In
Cazenave and Zahn, Reports ofDomestic Violence, 89.
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reference to female offenders, the majority were black women with a modal age group of
20-34. This is significant, because it dispels the belief that some women have endured
years of abuse. Rather, it confirms that some young black women have been socialized
to understand their personal responsibility of ensuring their own self-survival. It can also
be concluded that that older black males choose young women because they perceive that
they can physically and mentally control them. This is common occurrences given that in
the male-female relationship males are usually older than females. Unfortunately that is,
the older age, along with the male gender, may also work in favor ofhis domination over
young women, causing early problems ofdomestic disputes, arguments, and sporadic
violence progressing to the eventual fatality.
In addition, the relationship of the victim to the offender is confirmed to be one of
intimate partners since 60% ofvictims were at one time or other boyfiiends, ex-
boyfiiends, husbands, ex-husbands, or common-law-husbands. Although acquaintances
and other family members were occasionally the victims ofblack female homicides, data
suggest that these homicides may have occurred out ofjealousy and love-triangle
relationships and pure accidents. Also, strangers were less likely to be the victims of
black female homicides. These findings are congruent with those in Mann’s profile of
female homicide, which suggest that married or common-law-partners are frequently the
victims of female homicides.
Hypothesis 7: There are significant variations in injuries of victim and offender
in terms of the extent, location, and type of the injury. This hypothesis is confirmed since
approximately 30% of the black female IPH offenders only suffered minor injuries (if
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any) in the form ofbruises or cuts on the neck or face, whereas 66.7% of the black male
IPH victims suffered fatal injuries and 27.8% suffered serious injury. Thus, it can be
concluded that most of the homicide incidents did not involve a struggle or physical fight
between the victim and offender. Most of the injuries (83%) to the victim were located in
the upper portion of the body—^neck, face, head, shoulder, and chest. The weapons of
choice were guns and knives. As shown in the literature, black women seldom use
physical force to kill their male intimate partner. This suggests that some black women
planned for their actions to be fatal. The decision for this fatal occurrence may be caused
by sudden anger, after suffering years of abuse, or to prevent current abuse from
continuing. This finding suggest that some the IPHs may be crimes ofpassion or first-
degree murder.
Hypothesis 8: Black female homicides occur more often in a residential setting
than in a non-residential setting. This hypothesis is confirmed because three-fourths of
the IPH were committed in a residential setting; i.e., home (44.4%) or apartment (33.3%).
According to Coramae Mann’s female homicide offender profile, the majority of
intimate partner homicides (87.1%) occurred in the offender’s home.*^ Other locations
include hotel/motel (5.6%), parking lot/garage (5.6%) or highway/road (11.1%).
Based on the shared oppressions of race, class, and gender, black women see
themselves as equal to men and as such often refuse to accept the patriarchal construct of
their perceived gender inequality. Based on this conception of equality, black women
have been socialized to defend and protect themselves. As Omolade states, black women
Ibid., Mann, Female Murderers and their Motives, 75-76.
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have been taught to respect and revere their men, but also that they are primarily
responsible for their own self-protection.
CHAPTER VI
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
Although the number of female intimate partner homicide (IPH) victims usually
exceeds the number ofmale IPH victims, when race and gender become the focus of the
analysis, black females have a high IPH offender rate. Despite the fact that several
studies have indicated that black women commit IPH at higher percentages than do white
women,' few studies have directly addressed the issue ofwhy black female offenders’
IPH rate is high or their motives for such actions. Even though current research
addresses many of the problems surrounding the issues of IPH, the voices ofblack
women are usually silent on this subject.
When scholars have attempted to define black females’ existence and behaviors,
they have the tendency to describe all black women as existing in a violent subculture or
to use controlling and denigrating myths that describe black women as dominating
matriarchs, rude Sapphires and/or controlling mammies who intentionally reject the
socially defined patriarchal female gender roles of domesticated, passive women. One
such portrayal that of the black matriarch implies that black women’s exercise ofpower
' Coramae R Mann, “Victims: “The Murders of Intimates,” in When Women Kill, Coramae R.
Mann (Albany, New York: State University ofNew York, 1996), 82.
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is an overt attempt to control black males, which is in direct contradiction to the
established patriarchal norms of female dependency.
Many black female theorists attempt to counter arguments of controlling black
matriarchs by asserting that black women are culturally and socially taught to
acknowledge and promote black male authority while at the same time they are cautioned
to not to be engulfed or dominated by the relevance or understanding that they have for
black males. According to Omolade, black women were taught by other black women to
cultivate self-sufficiency and a tough front in order to keep black men from harming
them^.
The interaction of social and psychological gender role expectations against the
backgroimd of the Womanist Theory explanation ofblack women’s life experiences may
counter conceptions ofvictimization to reveal the existence of an inherent personal
survival mechanism. The model is based on three assumptions, one ofwhich posits that
black women’s historical resistance to physical and mental control by the dominant
society also assists them to physically resist abusive and controlling behavior
demonstrated by black males. This means that a history of demonstrating covert and
overt resistance to oppression and the dominant society’s perceptions of their societal
gender roles has enabled many black women to physically resist abusive intimate partners
in particular. The study findings show that the victims ofblack female-perpetrated
^ Gerda Lemer, Black Women in White America: A Documentary (New York: Random House,
Inc., 1989), 4.
^ Barbara Omolade, The Rising Song ofAfrican American Women (New York and London:
Routledge, 1994), 88-89.
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homicides were seldom strangers and only occasionally acquaintances/friends. The
majority ofvictims ofblack female perpetrated homicides were their ex- or current legal
(married) or common-law husbands or boyfriends in the age group of24-49, while the
black female offenders were in the age group of20-34. This is noteworthy since this can
be construed as older black males choosing young black women because of the
perception that they can be physically and mentally trained or forced to accept patriarchal
gender roles of subordinate and/or submissive women.
The second assumption of shared oppressions with black men posits that black
women possess a gender role identity can be classified as one of economic and social
equality with black men. This acknowledgement of shared oppression has caused some
black women to endure sexual oppression (domestic abuse) from their intimate partners.
It has also resulted in other black women aggressively resisting domestic violence. Black
women’s ability to see themselves as equal partners striving for the survival of the black
family and community causes the notion ofbeing victims to violence within their own
culture by intimate partners appalling. This concept, which demonstrates black women’s
ability to aggressively retaliate against verbally and physically abusive black male
intimate partners, is supported by the findings of this research.
Although the Womanist-interpreted concept of shared oppressions with black men
has enables some black women to endure domestic abuse from their intimate partners for
an extended period of time, this study’s findings disclose that tenets of this theory also
enable some black women to aggressively retaliate against verbally and physically
abusive black male intimate partners. In addition, the fact that the majority ofblack
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females IPH offenders were in the age group of 20-34 years suggest that these young
black women have been culturally socialized to accept their personal responsibility of
ensuring their own self-survival. The young age of the black female IPH offenders is
also important because it casts doubt on the belief that many black women endure many
years of abuse before retaliating against their abusers.
The Womanist framework insists on sexual equality in the community combined
with racial and sexual equality in the world. This recognition of the interconnection of
race and gender means that black womenwill battle their black brothers to attain total
equality.'* This demonstrates that some black womenwill utilize anymethods, covert as
well as overt, to resist oppression from abusive intimate partners.
Motives for the black female-perpetrated homicides are not always that of
immediate retaliation against abusers, but may be a refusal to accept male supremacy.
While domestic arguments and argument are the major cause ofhomicide committed by
black female prepetrators, many black female-perpetrated IPH did not involve struggles
or physical fights between the black male victims and black female offenders. Many of
the black female IPH offenders only suffered minor injuries (if any) in the form of
bruises or cuts on the neck or face, while the black male IPH victims suffered injuries
that were fatal. The ability to initiate violent action toward intimate partners questions
the assumptions that black women are primarily victims ofdomestic violence. Rather,
the Womanist Theory assumption of egalitarianism suggests that some black women
* Elsa Barkley Brown, “Womanist Consciousness: Maggie Lena Walker and the Independent
Order of Saint Luke,” in Black Women in America: Social Perspectives, ed. Micheline Malson, Elisabeth
Mudimbe-Boyi, Jean F. O’Barr and MaryWyer (Chicago and London: The University ofChicago Press,
1990), 176-77.
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view themselves as black men’s equal. The findings show that black female homicides do
not usually involve co-offenders, which re-affirm that many black women are culturally
socialized to ensure their own personal and/or family’s survival. The fact that only a few
of the black female-perpetrated homicides involved a struggle or physical fight between
the black male victims and black female offenders re-enforces black female IPH
offenders’ quest for self-survival.
The final assumption posits that in violent situations where black women perceive
violent imminent danger to their families or themselves, their historical self-survival
mechanism surfaces and enables them to physically and sometimes fatally attack the
perceived aggressors. In order to ensure the protection of their family members, since
many of the homicides occurwithin the victim’s or perpetrator’s homes, black women,
based upon research, have a history of choosing the early morning hours to commit IPH.
These are the times when small children and other family members are asleep. Another
finding that is important is that black female IPH perpetrators hardly ever use physical
force as a weapon since it may result in their personal injury. This can be concluded as
an act ofpersonal self-protection or survival. Thus, black women’s historical resistance
to physical and mental control by the dominant societymay also assists them to
physically resist abusive and controlling behavior demonstrated by members of the black
society.
The methods and motives used by some black women to help them resist
racialized gender oppression may be associated with their cultural/social psychological
definition of gender identity. These methods were evolved out of specific contextual
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locations, which emphasizes the need for black women to develop self-identification and
self-sufficiency gender identities in order to survive in the United States. The social
psychological interaction theory assumption that persons with low self-esteem tend to
conform to dominant group norms in more extreme forms in order to gain group
acceptance may explain the high number ofwomen killed yearly in the United States by
male intimate partners.
Perhaps acceptance of the dominant culture female gender role identity
socialization, which defines them as helpless, dependent, and defensive, has rendered
some women helpless victims who are unable or unwilling to defend themselves. Many
white women who have accepted the patriarchal female gender role have lost the ability
to assist in their own survival and became totally submissive and dependent on white
males, thus becoming IPH victims. Although the proportional percentage ofblack
women IPH victimization is high, white women present the highest number of females
killed by their male intimate partners. For example in 1999, 817 white women were IPH
victims compared to 338 black females. (See Table 1)
It seems that many black women in the United States have turned their social
disadvantages around to make it work for themselves and their families. From historical
records indicates that Black women have been conscious of the necessity for women and
men to maintain an inner strength and integrity through the demonstration of some form
of conscious voluntary day-to-day resistance. Black women’s development of self-
defined gender role identities is shaped by their cultural socialization and this
socialization process assists them as they combat the various forms of oppression within
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the American society. This indicates that researchers need to understand the cultural
socialization of the women who have a very high rate of committing IPH in order to be
able to provide adequate explanations of this trend. It is often easy to attribute this
behavior to a culture ofviolence, which may explain the overall America society rather
than an abnormity attributed to one race.
The ability to initiate violent action against intimate partners, questions the
assumption that black women are primarily victims of domestic violence. Findings have
shown that the motives for the black female perpetrated homicides are not always that of
immediate retaliation for violent behavior by male abuser. While domestic arguments
and arguments were found to be the major cause of IPH committed by black female
prepetrators, many IPHs did involve struggles or physical fights. Many of the black
female IPH offenders only suffered minor injuries (if any) in the form ofbruises or cuts
on the neck or face, while the black male IPH victims suffered injuries that were fatal.
As the findings show black female homicides do not usually involve co-offenders
or co-victims. This finding re-emphasizes assumption that many black women are
socialized to ensure there own personal and/or family’s survival. Further, some of the
motives for black women’s homicidal action may have been triggered by retaliation for
routine ridicule and constant intimidation rather than as a result of an act of aggression
from the male victim. .
The policy implication of this study suggest that domestic violence programs may
need to change their approach to addressing domestic violence situations within the black
race. This recommendation is based upon the fact that this study demonstrates that many
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black women will readily defend themselves in situations of domestic abuse. In addition,
changes in domestic violence policies have resulted in an increase number ofblack
women going to jail as domestic violence perpetrators when the police are involved.
According to Carolyn West, professionals and service providers in the field ofdomestic
violence should educate themselves concerning the true-life experiences ofblack
women.^ This will enable them to distinguish between the myth and stereotypes about
the use of violence by black women and the reality of their daily experiences. It may be
that some black women have totally succumbed to patriarchal gender role identities of
submissive, thus inferior females are not the black females that are committing intimate
partner homicides. Being able to distinguish between the aggressors and victims will
enable service providers to deliver counseling and other services that actually address
their clientele’s real problems. Further, there is a need for future research that focuses on
the women’s narratives about their actions against intimate partners.
^ Carol)^West, Violence in the Lives ofBlack Women: Battered, Black, and Blue (New York,
London and Oxford: The Haworth Press, Inc., 2002), 130.
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